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P R 0 C E' E D I N G S 
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CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Good afternoon ladies and 
gentlemen. This is the interim hearing of the assembly 
committee on criminal justice, and today our subject is gag 
orders. 
Now we will be taking testimony from a number of 
witnesses on the subject. What we are focusing on is the 
need and desirability of a procedure to govern the issuance 
of court orders restricting the media coverage of criminal 
proceedings. 
Today's testimony begins with the testimony of 
Judge Donald Fretz, who is the judge in and for the County 
of Merced, and author of the publication, "Courts and News 
Media." 
Judge Fretz? 
JUDGE FRETZ: Mr. Chairman and others here 
assembled, I am glad to be here, and I would like to say 
this: that I am also the chairman of the American Bar 
Association Committee on Fair Trial and Free Press in 
Criminal l-1atters,. and was asked by the committee on American 
Bar Association standards in Washington to appear at this 
hearing. 
The book to which you have made reference is a 
textbook at the National Judicial College, and there are 
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1 about 250 to 400 judges a year who attend that college. 
2 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Nhich college is this? 
JUDGE FRETZ: The National Judicial College at the 
4 University of Nevada at Reno. 
5 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: ~fuen did you go to that one? 
6 I have been to the other one. 
7 JUDGE FRETZ: Oh, have you? I do this on vacation, 
8 summertime, two weeks. But at any rate, no royalties. I 
9 am not. advertising the book. It is available, and I did put 
10 it together as a result of a need for a textbook in this 
11 area. And it contains, I think, the kind of material, 
12 though it's now two years old, but it contains the kind of 
1J material I think that is likely to be helpful to the 
14 committee. 
15 One of the things I wanted to pose is what are 
16 judges faced with? At a time we talk about this business of 
17 gag orders, and personally I'd like to say that gag order to 
18 me is a lousy term, because it conveys emotions of 
19 throttling somebody, and obviously the news media use it 
20 because they believe themselves to be shut off from news. 
21 But it encompasses at least three different kinds of orders, 
22 and one of them is a thing I call prior restraint. I am not 
2J 
24 
25 
alone in this, but prior restraint is the kind of thing that 
tells the news media, "You shall not publish, you shall not 
use information you have." 
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1 The second kind of information, or the second kind 
2 of order that's covered by this te~ is the so-called 
3 restrictive or protective order, and that's the kind in 
4 which the judge tells the deputy sheriff or an attorney or 
5 somebody connected with the case, they shall not release the 
6 information that's in his hands. 
7 And the third is the matter of the closing of the 
8 courtroom. Now there are some other things that are 
9 frequently lumped into this business of gag orders, but I 
10 think these three probably typify and are all I need to talk 
11 about that tells -- are the questions about the matter. 
12 One of the things I think would be helpful would be 
13 to take a look at the kind of situation that a . judge is 
14 faced with when he's asked to make some kind of an order. 
15 Because judges don't make these orders out of the blue. They 
16 come at the request of some counsel who says, "Judge, in 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
25 
order to protect the fairness of this trial, we need to have 
some kind of order made." 
A few years ago I chaired the Public Information 
Committee Conference of the California Judges' Association, 
and we jointly sponsored, along with a number of other · 
organizations, a seminar called the "Law, ~he Courts, and 
the News Media,"for Bench, Bar., and Media in California. 
And a number of the witnesses who are here were present 
during the course of that seminar. One of the earliest 
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I things we did was to put on a role-playing exercise in which 
2 there was a request for an order. And we used this news-
J paper as the background information (indicating). Page 1 
4 contains day one source, page 3 contains the second day 
5 source, and the back page contains the unpublished backgroun 
6 available to the judge, because somebody found out that ne\ITS 
7 people had this in their possession, but it had not yet been 
8 published. 
9 So the question is when the judge takes a look at 
10 this, and he's asked by counsel to make some kind of an 
11 order to protect" the attorney's client, what does he do? 
12 And of course, he's asked usually to make the broadest kind 
1J of an order that he will. And that's -- and they generally 
14 ask with prior restraint. And unfortunately, there are some 
15 judges who have tried this. Surely I hope one of the -last 
1' was Judge Hugh Ste\•Tart in a little town in Nebraska, who 
17 caused the case of Nebraska Press Assoc~ation against 
18 Stewart to be decided. And once again, the United States 
19 Supreme Court refused to go quite so far as to say you can 
20 never make such an order. But at least, it was improbable. 
21 I have searched in vain for any case in the United 
22 States where a judge has successfully made an order telling 
21 the news people they shall not publish what they have. So 
24 we can set that one aside, as far as I think -- as far as 
25 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: ~fuat is the general theory, 
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.. 
1 here,that damages later would be an adequate remedy? 
2 JUDGE FRETZ: I'm sorry. 
3 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: In terms of prior restraint, 
4 why there would be no prior restraint, because generally 
5 speaking even though there is something published that might 
6 malign someone, that they . generally feel that damages are an 
7 adequate remedy relative to the prohibition of free speech? 
8 JUDGE FRETZ: Let me do two things I think will 
9 help. Number one, the kinds of cases in which these orders 
10 are generally asked is a notorious case in which there is 
11 going to be tremendous publicity. This case, for example, 
U (indicati~g) multiple murders, daughter of a prominent state 
13 official, certainly the kind that causes news media to focus 
14 immediately. The Nebraska case of six murders in one night, 
15 Saturday night, small town in Nebraska, kind of a news-dead 
16 weekend, and New York reporters were focusing on the thing. 
17 Now the kinds of information that are not to be 
18 released or ought not to be released doesn't mean everything 
19 about the case. There are some kinds of information that 
10 ought to be released. For example, what's the defendant 
11 charged with? There ought not to be any mystery about that. 
12 The judge in Butte County ~ade an order within the 
11 past year saying, "You shall not say anything about the 
14 case." Well, that's the wrong kind of thing. I would like 
15 to come back to that in the form of the Bench, Bar, and Nedit. 
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1 agreement. For example, in the State of California there is 
2 nothing wrong with saying the name of the defendant, his 
3 age, the crime he's charged with, and certain other kinds 
4 of information. But the thing that should not be talked 
5 qbout are confessions. Because a confession is damning 
6 evidence, and it may not be received in court. If that 
7 confession was to be taken in' an improper way, the jury is 
8 never going to hear about it. And yet, if they hear about 
9 it before they get to the courtroom, they say, "Wait a 
10 minute." 
11 Another thing is prior record. There are certain 
12 kinds of prior record that are never admitted in the 
11 courtroom. And yet, if prospective jurors have heard about 
14 this, and they say as was said in this paper,for example, 
15 "Prison parolee, sex crime record is revealed." If enough 
16 
17 
18 
19 
emphasis is given that so that enough prospective jurors are 
affected, then you have . got a real problem. 
One more thing about that 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: You're saying the court can 
20 enjoin the local newspapers from publishing? 
21 JUDGE FRETZ: No, no. Not from publishing any 
22 information they have. 
21 
24 
25 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE; I didn't think so. 
JUDGE FRETZ: Because the test for it is clear and 
present danger. And it's the First Amendment right, and 
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1 the courts have never found that any t~ial ju~ge has ever 
'2 taken enough evidence to have that quantum, that amount 
3 required in order to have established clear and present 
4 danger. But there is a differing test applied for the other 
5 kind of order, the matter of restrictive or protective order 
6 In California, and in most cases 
7 
8 
9 
10 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: To summarize your first point, 
generally speaki~g, you cannot issue an order which would 
constitute a prior restraint? 
JUDGE FRETZ: That's right. As a matter of fact, 
11 I've searched in vain. There just aren~t any, and the 
12 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
United States Supreme Court, as I say, avoided closing the · 
door, I think as an aid to tr.ial judges, but there were some 
on the court who wanted to close the door all the way and 
say, "Come on, just tell them frankly you can never make any 
such kind of an order." But instead, they found that Hugh 
Stewart hadn't explored the other things he needed to 
explore. 
CHAIRMAN f.1cVITTIE l t-1hat is the remedy for the 
20 defendant, though, that has all the details and all~gations 
21 published ahead of time where he can~t get a fair jury, and 
22 I suppose the remedy is what, . motion for change of venue so 
21 the trial would be transferred to a place in the community 
24 where that defendant has not had the adverse publicity? 
25 JUDGE FRETZ; Yes, that's the hope. And we in 
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1 California are at the point where cases are exchanged among 
2 counties -- we just received one from San Benito County; I 
3 sent the Stayner -- or the Parell case from Merced County 
4 up to Alameda County. But ever since a case that came out 
5 of Mendocino County years ago, judges have been told they 
6 just have to do it. Even the case that has now been over-
7 turned, the farm labor murders, the venue was changed in 
8 that county from Marysville down to Solano County. 
9 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: With the modern media the way 
10 it is, Judge, would there be an occasion where there is ·so 
11 much attention to the particular case, perhaps, the Manson 
12 case where a defendant could argue that no one state could 
13 give the defendant a fair trial? That prospective jurors 
14 would be so biased by the media exposure ahead of time that 
15 in all fairness, a ·fair trial under our standards known in 
16 this country, could not be conducted? 
17 
18 
19 
10 
11 
12 
13 
24 
15 
JUDGE FRETZ; We could take it maybe one that's 
even more than that, and that is that Sunday morning when we 
saw the Kennedy assassin shot and millions and millions of 
people saw during the course of that day the reruns of the 
actual shooting. How can we . give that man a fair trial 
any place in any community? And yet if you look at it 
from the standpoint that the mental element and the 
physical element are present, you say well, our system of 
justice, well surely someplace he can get a fair trial. 
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1 There is another factor I think that. comes in this, 
z though. That is what•s the judge really tryi~g to do? What 
3 is anybody trying to do when we talk about a fair trial? 
4 Now it's one thing to have publicity, but mere publicity 
5 doesn't itself mean that the trial is not goi~g to be fair. 
6 The test was enunciated in the Marshall case more than 100 
7 years ago by the United States Supreme Court, and the 
8 problem we've had since or the Reynolds case, rather. 
9 There are about four cases decided by the United States 
10 Supreme Court that _gave real doubt as to whether that test 
11 was still the test. Basically, the test was and is,not has 
12 there been an amount of publicity, but has it so affected 
U and infected th~ minds of prospective jurors in that 
14 community that they say that they are unable to set aside 
15 what they have read and decide the case on the basis of the 
16 evidence pre serited in court. 
17 And the questions on voir dire in a case like that 
18 have to be framed with that in mind. Now when you ask that 
19 kind of question, that you can assume that everybody ·in 
20 the county read about it. But the problem the United States 
21 Supreme Court ran in-to was a case in Indiana in which eight 
22 of the twelve jurors originally said that they had formed an 
23 opinion or conclusion with regard to the matter. ~fuen 
24 
25 
counsel and the court were through with them, they said 
well, they tho~ght they could be fair and could set aside 
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1 that preconceived notion. The United States Supreme Court 
2 said it wasn't all that sure about it, and it was entirely 
3 probable, or at least possible that their minds had been so 
4 affected that the defendant had a right to make further 
5 inquiry. And they reversed that conviction. 
6 There was another case in Louisiana where the 
7 captain of the Highway Patrol was on one side of this little 
I defendant, and on the other side was the chief of police. 
9 And the chief says, "Now tell them again how you committed 
10 that murder." And so here are the television cameras 
11 zeroing in on him. And he tells them how he committed the 
12 murder. And this appeared three or four times a day on the 
13 news for three or four days in a relatively small parish in 
14 Louisiana. And the United States Supreme Court said there 
15 you don'· t even have to show anything, because .there you 
Ia just start with the premise that the panel was prejudiced. 
17 And as a result, they overturned that conviction. So it 
18 wasn•t 'until the case of Murphy against Florida came along 
19 that the Supreme Court said wait a minute, there is kind of 
20 a misimpression going on around here among judges about this 
21 and a lot of other people. And they assume that any amount 
22 of publicity is pretrial publicity, is prejudicial, and 
21 that's not so. And they came back to this test~ the 
24 
25 
Reynolds, that they had given 110 or so years ago. 
But the problem, you see, is when the Shepard case was 
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I decided, Mr. Just~ce Clark and the court didn~t say anything 
2 about this test.. They didn't talk about what it was you 
3 were ·tryi~g to protect. They assumed people knew that, and 
4 werit on to the ways in which you. give ·that protection and 
5 they enunciated about seven differing ways. Continuous 
6 delay, change of venue, the restrictive order, and the other 
7 . kinds of things. Voir dire of prospective jurors, all of 
8 the.se intended to find out -- excuse me -- to be differing 
9 methods by which you could prevent the prejudicial trial in 
10 a.giveri community. But when you put that into prospective, 
II that feeds into the thi~g I think you were asking about. 
12 Well, if though the judge decides to make an order, 
II one of the thi~gs that has to be presented to him is some 
14 kind of evidence. And the probl"em with the prior restraint 
15 that we say judges can't be issued, it is that the test is 
16 clear and present danger. And there are cases in which 
17 
18 
19 
20 
there are bales and ·bales of material, cardboard boxes 
filled with newspaper clippings, with transcripts from 
television stations, with all kinds of material, and there 
has been held,there wasn't a clear and present danger. 
21 demonstrated. And of course, the problem with clear and 
22 
21 
24 
25 
present danger is it'· s not a perspective test. It's a 
retrospective test. You have to look back at what's 
already happened, and in that case, in fact the horse has 
been stolen and the barn door is gone, for that matter. But 
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1 what you are trying to do when you issue a protective order, 
2 restrictive order, is to. close the door before the horse is 
3 gone. And so the amount of publicity that is here, has I 
4 believe, and I am satisfied a good many others believe, has 
5 been sufficient in California to warrant the issuance of a 
6 restrictive or protective order. 
7 But the test is a different one entirely. The test 
8 is reasonable likelihood. Is there a reasonable likelihood 
9 of prejudice to the fairness of the trial? And if you find 
10 that there is a reasonable likelihood of prejudice to the 
11 fairness of the trial, then such an order may be issued. 
12 And most of those have been upheld. And so far as the 
13 quantum of evidence that's necessary, it's far less than the 
14 quantum for clear and present danger. 
15 CHAIR~N McVITTIE: Against whom do you issue the 
16 protective order? Who is served with the order? 
17 JUDGE FRETZ; That's a kind of difficult thing, 
18 because everybody connected with the case, all those who 
19 are restricted, and of course who is that? Well, you --
20 an order can be drafted. Judge Alarcon drafted one years 
21 ago in which prospective witnesses were restrained. Well, 
22 who is a prospective witness? Well, until you can identify 
21 the witness, you can't serve the order. But right along 
24 with the subpoena, commanding the attendance of the witness, 
25 is served a copy of the order. And so far as other people 
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1 are concerned -- well, we get in to another problem with 
2 regard to counsel. In. Chic;ago Lawyers' Associat·ion against 
3 Bauer, it was held that --
4 CHAI~MAN McVITTIE: Penny .Bauer, the Alderman? 
5 JUDGE FRETZ: I don't know which Bauer this is. 
6 But in Chicago there was a case, and the lawyer for the 
1 defense wanted to speak about the case. And an order had 
8 been issued, and the question was: could he speak or not? 
9 And he protested that the simple reasonable likelihood test 
10 interfered with his First Amendment rights to speak on 
11 behalf of his client. So the Court of Appeal · for that 
12 district devised one more test. And so you in effect have 
U three tests, and that's -- I think it's substantial -- I 
14 can't remember the words. But if the consultant doesn't 
15 have a copy of this, I will be glad to .see that the 
16 c·ommittee has a copy of this book because it's set out in 
11 the book. 
18 Then the third kind of order, of course, the 
19 closing of the courtroom. And this is an area that's right 
10 now, perhaps as difficult as any, because we have Section 
.Z1 868 in California that authorizes the judge, really require 
' the judge, to close the courtroom if the defendant requests 
.ZJ it at a preliminary hearing. And this is done fairly 
.Z4 
.Z5 
frequently. And I must say, I am not very ~uch into the 
case· that has just been transferred from San Benito County 
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1 to my county. But what I know about it, I read in a 
2 newspaper article in my hometown paper. That's more than 
3 I knew from the file. And there is some indication that at 
4 least one witness ran screaming from the preliminary hearing 
5 because of the nature of the evidence that was presented. 
6 Surely there are some cases in which the preliminary 
1 examination ought to be closed in order to prevent the 
8 dissemination of some kinds of information. 
9 Now the test recognized by the American B~r 
10 Association, and all of these things in the standards that 
11 it'·s adopted is one in which I disagree. And that standard 
12 is clear and present danger in all of these things. But 
13 remembering that that is not a perspective but a 
14 retrospective test, I believe that standard is perhaps fine 
15 in theory, and represents the news media point of view, but 
16 ought not to be the standard so· far as courts. And I think 
17 it is the standard for most courts. Certainly in California 
18 at this time, the reasonable likelihood test has been used, 
19 and others have not so far as the restrictive or protective 
10 order is concerned. 
11 The United States Supreme Court treated the 
22 question of closing the courtroom at a preliminary hearing, 
21 and yet after DePasquale, and in that case, held it was 
24 permissible to do so. lve have had California judges who 
25 have held that 868 was unconstitutional, and therefore they 
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1 couldn't clos.e, and did o.pen preliminary hearings despite 
2 the legislation. 
3 My tack in talking to judges and in teachi~g 
4 judges in this is this: Number one, judges and news media 
5 people really have problems communicating and understanding 
6 each other. Despite the fact that they have taken Con. Law 
7 courses, judges forget a great deal about the Fir~t 
8 Amendment at the t 'ime they are sitting up there and asked 
9 to do something that seems to them on the basis of feeling 
10 to be required. They simply haven't been educated 
11 sufficiently with r~gard to some of the thi~gs that are 
12 neces·sary. So we have an effort, an ongoing effort, and 
U it~s certainly a necessary thing that would be o~going to 
14 educate just with r~gard to what they may and may not do, 
15 and should not do. And that's the reason for the course 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
u 
21 
24 
25 
at .the National Judicial College, and it's part of the 
curriculum at the California college. 
Now there is more to it than that. As a -part of 
this understanding, we have a statewide Bench-Bar-Media 
Committee, and we also have a statewide Bench-Bar Agreement. 
And as a matter of fact, it's been published in larger form, 
and a few years ago I saw a wallet-size edition of this in 
another state, and Ray Spangler agreed, and they published 
thousands of copies, wallet size, in order that reporters 
could have a copy in their wallet or purse, at the time they 
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1 are dealing with this. And that results from the situation 
2 I will not detail for you, but I have one in Merced County, 
3 and I asked the reporters if they could abide by that, and 
4 none of them had heard of it. We had a Bench-Bar-Media 
5 meeting, and as a result, the editors knew about it, and 
6 publishers, and so on. So I sent them back the noon hour, 
1 and they talked to their editors, publishers, and came back 
8 and said yes, we can abide by this. Nell, no order was 
9 made. This, despite a stipulation by both the prosecution 
10 and the defense that the court should make some kind of an 
11 order. But I think there are ways to avoid it. 
12 Now frankly, that kind of cooperation won't work 
13 when the national media become involved, and you get an 
14 individual who is bound and determined that he's going to 
15 make waves, despite anything you can do at the local level. 
16 But it can work, even in larger communities than Merced, 
17 California. 
18 We have a thing called the hotline. And I will 
19 close with that in a moment, but the ju~ge from Por·tland, 
10 Oregon called me and he says, "Don, how do you go about 
21 this. What is it that I should be doing?" And he said, 
22 "You talk about some kind of volunteer effort. To whom do 
23 I talk?" Well, he called me a couple days later, and sent 
24 me a copy of the clipping, an editorial -- well f first the 
15 story in the Portland newspaper, and then after the trial 
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1 was over, a copy of an editorial in which they said Judge 
2 so and so had not issued an order despite requests that he 
3 do so. And the·y had been glad to cooperate, because they 
4 had an agreement. Bench-Bar-1-iedia Agreement. And there 
5 are such fair trial-free press volunteer ~greements 
6 thro~ghout the country. The American Bar Association a 
7 few years ago published this volume which told as of that 
8 time the states which had such agreements. 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: But Judge, if a newspaper 
10 decides not to follow that so-called agreement, is there an 
11 remedy, is there sanction available? 
12 JUDGE FRETZ: It wouldn't work if they say ~hey 
11 won't follow it. And the lar.gest new.spaper in California 
14 says it will ·not follow it, that it won't abide by any 
15 restrictions such as that. That 
16 CHAIRMAN ].fcVITTIE: That's the L.A. Times? 
17 
18 
19 
"JUDGE FRETZ : B~g pardon? 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Is that the L.A. T~es? 
JUDGE FRETZ: Yes.- Now there is one other thing. 
20 I have talked about this in an indirect. sense, but we have 
21 this called the hotline. And the Public Information 
22 committee ·a few .years ago felt that one of the greate·st 
21 s·ervices we could render each other was to give each other 
-24 advice. Not telling the other fellow about what he could 
25 or could not do, but rather just asking him the questions. 
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1 And the reason we got into this was the judge in San 
2 Francisco, now .deceased, said one time, "Don," she said, 
3 "if I had known the questions that the Court of Appeal 
4 was going to ask that afternoon about that, I'd never have 
5 made that order in the first place." 
6 What happened was she had made a protective order, 
7 and the attorney says, "Hell, Judge, I'd like to have it 
8 apply to the news media, too." Well, she didn't make any 
9 inquiry, she was leaving the bench at the time. She said, 
10 "Hell, all right. It will affect the news media, too." 
11 Ridiculous kind of thing. And she didn't realize the 
12 questions, didn't realize the standard, didn't realize any 
U of it. · So the tho~ght that if a judge has ·something on his 
14 bench that he can talk to about it, that's the place to go. 
15 But if he doesn't have anybody he can talk to, then he can 
16 pick up the telephone and call any one of these judges 
17 throughout the state who will not say, ''Oh, . I think you 
18 should issue an order," or "Yes, you should." But rather 
19 say, ''What do you understand to be the standard that's 
10 applicable?" And then you talk about not only the standard, 
11 but also the factual situation. "How do you see the f .acts, 
22 Judge, and what do you think the whole climate is?" And so 
21 itls a question-asking session in which the judge finally 
14 realizes that he really isn '·t going to get the answer, even 
25 though he might have hoped for it. But what he does get is 
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I the questions that are going to be asked if the case goes 
2 to the Court of Appeal right ·away. 
3 Now I'd like to say this: If the bill, or the 
4 Hate·rs Bill that \'las proposed at this session, or that was 
5 proposed in-~ as I understand it, it's not now still in 
6 existence, were to be proposed again_, I would u~ge you to 
7 think of the difficulties. If you are going to have a 
8 prospective test i and you are going to be talking about the 
9 idea of a j u~ge making the order to keep the horse· from 
10 be~g stolen, makes little serise to talk about seven days 
11 for the deciding ju~ge or .. the Court ·of Appeal to review the 
1.Z .perspective order tha:t ·is being made by the ju~ge. I would 
U s~c;rgest to you you would never see one. Every case could be 
14 an er.lergency circumstance listed over on one of the .later 
15 sections in the 'bill, because they really are emergency 
16 circumstances. It's not just a fiction, it's not an 
17 imagination, it's a factual si.tuation that's right there 
18 before the judge in whi'ch he's ·got to do somethi~g right 
19 away. And for my own point of view, I recognize the 
.ZO probl-ems that the.re are. between media and the courts. And 
.Z1 I '·ve tried for the last 14 years to -figure out ways in 
.Z.Z which we can somehow find the answer to this First-Amendmentl/ 
.ZJ Sixth....:Amendment problem. But I've c·ome up with a solution 
.Z4 
.Z5 
for myself, and that is we are better off letting the sand 
be in the _gears, and letting there be this kind of 
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1 confrontation, than we would be to try to. have some 
2 legislative solution that would try to put additional 
3 procedures, or that would try somehow to protect the rights 
4 of the news media. There are many news media people who, 
5 of course, would be speaking for themselves, I have no doubt 
6 at considerable length and v~gor, but there are many news 
7 media people who are afraid of legislation, because they 
8 feel they have sufficient protection with the constitutional 
9 provision. And tha~ to have to seem to rely upon anything 
10 else might indicate that the constitutional provision isn't 
11 strong enough. And I try, and I really believe that we 
12 have talked to hundreds of judges in this country about 
13 avoiding the necessity for making orders that are commonly 
14 call·ed gag order.s. And that this is really the best way to 
15 go. And that this is likely to produce the best results 
H5 from the s·tandpoint of the courts and the standpoint of the 
17 community, includi~g news media. 
18 Now I will be glad to answer any questions. I 1 ve 
19 got a lot more bubbli~g, but I think I o~ght to yield time 
20 to other people. 
21 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: We appreciate that Justice 
22 Fretz. 
2J You're saying the judge has to be very cautious in 
24 issuing the gag order, because there may be .serious 
25 questions as to its enforcement later on? 
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1 JUDGE FRETZ: You bet. That's another one of the 
2 problems·. Any time ·you 'talk about making an order with the 
3 poss·ibility of contempt ·citations for its violation, you've 
4 got· to be thinking to that next step about the contempt. 
5 That •·s ·the reason ·that we do so much to try to encour~ge 
6 the judge to find some voluntary way to handle this thing, 
7 rather than any other way. And as I say, the·re are many 
8 situations that yield to this voluntary handling and 
9 treatment. 
10 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: The reporters feel very strong!~ 
11 about the r:Lght to conununicate· and the right to express the 
12 newspaper's v:iew, and if there is an order issued, the 
U confrontation c 'omes in enforci~g that order, and that 
14 invo.lves ·contempt,· and that's .where we had the classic 
15 confrontations 'between courts· and the newspapers. So . I 
16 suppose that's why· we have 'the heari~g today. We appreciate 
17 your backbone here . · 
18 
19 
JUDGE FRETZ: Right. I think there ·is another 
thi~g. One of· the reasons .we spend so much time trying to 
.ZO teach judges to not make such orders, and to see if there 
.Z1 isn't some way, any way, to handle the matter other than 
Z2 making an order, is to avoid this confrontation. But there 
21 is -another factor that comes ·into it, anq this is one that 
.Z4 
.zs 
is pretty tough to weigh. one of the ·r·emedies, as a matter 
of fact, the remedy in ·greatest use in California today is 
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1 the matter of change of venue. And when we talk about 
Z change of venue, we are talking about an expensive kind of an 
3 animal. And the question is, all the logistics of 
4 transportin~ evidence, people, personnel, can be a 
5 mountainous kind of expense. There are some figures in the 
6 book with regard to the cost of a couple of differing 
1 trials, including the Chowchilla busnapping case. This 
8 kind of thing is something that judges would like to think 
9 ought to weigh in the ethical in the minds of those who 
10 are concerned with the. ethics of the judicial system 
II profession. 
12 And you could go further than that. There were 
U comments in a Green Bay, ~1isconsin newspaper about Judge 
14 Byers. The newspaper, after weeks of this, published a 
15 full retraction of everything that it had ever said. And a 
16 number of days later, started it all over again with the 
17 same kind of talk. Ju~ge Byers died. Everybody regards it 
11 as the result of harassment by the media. Heart attack. 
19 But I -- one of the fascinating things I've seen within the 
ZO past week is the National Juvenile Court Judges Association 
Zl now has a media award named the Byers Award. And that must 
22 
ZJ 
Z4 
be a kind of a twisting of the knife in the minds of those 
who think about newspaper ethics. 
Now as I say, I have -- I am available. I don't 
ZS plan to leave, and I'd be glad to answer questions. I woula 
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1 also be glad to have time, if those friends of mine from 
2 the news media say anythi~g I disagree with, I'd be glad to 
3 have a couple· minute·s f ·or rebuttal. 
4 CHAIRMAN !-1cV"ITTIE: Ju~ge, I have got your office 
5 and your hOme n·umbe·r, and if I have to issue a gag order 
6 ~gainst the Tirrte·s · after Dec'ember, I' 11 give you a call. 
7 Let me take this opportunity to introduce another 
8 lame duck in the ·barnyard, and that's Ass'emblyman Dick 
9 Hayden. Dick wi'll be retiri~g this year, along with myself 
10 Dick., itt s a ple-asure to have you here.· 
11 
12 
ASSEMBLYMAN. HAYDEN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman • 
CHAIRMAN McV"ITTIE; And I'd like to int+odUce an 
U aide to Ass·emblyperson l-1axine l'laters, Burt :McChesney. Burt 
14 worked for weeks, I know, on that bill referred to, the 
15 Maxine Waters Bill. What did you do? 
1tS 
17 
. 18 
19 
.20 
.21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
MR. McCHESNEY: This one here, we have established 
a review, automatic review· process for ·gag or.ders wherein 
if the gag order would be is·sued, it wo'uld go to the 
presiding judge. But if the presiding ju~ge was the one 
issuing it, to the Court of Appeal for automatic review 
within seven days, because of the conflict between the 
First -and Sixth 'Amendments, that it's an important issue, 
and ought to be res:olved before the trial goes on. Be·cause 
once the order is issued, and the trial commences, we've 
got it in place, it's too late for· the media or the public 
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I to have that input and that participation and that 
2 observation of the trial process. 
3 CHAIRr-1AN ~1cVITTIE; I kn·ow Assemblywoman ~laters 
4 is experienced in this area, and I suppose after .the 
5 hearing today, you will be taking back your comments to 
tS work with. 
7 MR. ?-1cCHESNEY; I am hoping she wi'll be here. She 
8 was flying in from Washington, and it's sort of difficult 
9 to · get· from Washington to Monterey, because the air-fare 
10 problems. 
11 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE; We have also some consultants 
12 here, lie have,· to my righ.t, Michael Ullman, Senior 
U Consultant to the. ·committee, and to my left, Peter Jensen, 
14 who is a consultant to the committee. And I guess Peter, 
15 this is probably your last term with the committee, unless 
ItS of course --
17 MR. JENSEN: If the chairman ·says so, it's my 
18 last· ~ 
19 (Laughter.) 
20 }1R. JENSEN: See how popular that decision was, 
21 · Mr. Chairman? 
22 CHAIR~ McVITTIE: And Darlene Fridley, who will 
21 be with the committee, I hope, in the future. 
24 Next we have somebody who will try and give us a 
25 little more direction here," Bob Foster, of the California 
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I Attorneys for cr·iminal Justice ; 
2 MR. FOSTER: While 'the ju~ge was speaking, it 
3 o.ccurred to me ·that certainly most cases that become the 
4 subj.ect of consideration of a gag order are not the types 
5 of. cases like Manson or Lee .. Harvey Oswald or even: the 
6 Richard Nixon situation. I mean, there are ·cases in which 
7 something can be ·done at an early stage to protect an 
8 accused •·· s 'imparti-al trial r~ght. .Certainly, the s.:i. tuations 
9 that the judge· mentioned, and I would add to that the 
10 possibility of a trial and criminal charges of Richard 
II Nixon, I don''t think anything could have been done in those 
12 situation·s. · But the ·fact is that in most sit~ations, 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
10 
11 
1J 
14 
15 
s.omething can be done. 
The ju~ge• ·s reference and remarks to reams and 
reams of newspaper articles and thick transcripts of 
television -- transcripts of television bro.a'dcasts, and in 
·fact, Channel 5 in ·San Francis.co, we have be.en able to 
st·ring together videotapes themselves. And I know in one 
case that ·those ·occupy two -file drawers: completely. I mean, 
there can be huge ·amounts of docUmentary material. But it 
brought home a factor very .personal to me. I work for the 
Al·ameda County Public De.fender t s Office, and we defend 
indigent defendants. And on the infrequent :occasion, when 
we defend someone who is accused of a highly 9ublicized 
crime, someone alleged to be a notorious criminal, they are 
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1 frequently indigent, and .they are stuck with the public 
2 defender, rather than counsel of their choice, maybe 
J because -- it's often occurred to me that a l .ocal lawyer 
4 wouldn't want to take a case of the nature that we sometime 
5 get stuck with, perhaps in part due to media coverage, 
6 because of the notariety and the awfulness of the crime. 
7 But one of the things I have been involved lit~gation with 
8 the attorneys for the newspapers, and you wind up defending 
9 a client on very serious. charges with one hand,and you try 
10 to do everything you can to defend the client from the 
11 district attorney, and you wind up battling the lawyers for 
12 a large, perhaps a national press association or newspaper 
U chain ·like .Genett Publishi~g Company. And that strains 
14 certain.ly already overworked res.ources, at .least in our 
15 office. 
16 As to, you know, the Sixth Amendment guarante.e to 
17 trial by impartial jury is very positive. I think the best 
18 summary from a court case that I have been able to find as 
19 to the damages of publicity, the influence that media 
20 coverage itself can have on the trial process itse·lf, comes 
21 from .Estes vs. Texas, which dealt specifically with 
22 television. But my observations indicate that these same 
21 things are factors in any case where there's extensive 
24 media .attention, because the jury is aware of extensive 
25 media. coverage. There's a tendency on the part of the 
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1 jurors to car-ry into the jury box with them whatever result 
2 they might believe 'the ·extensive .publicity could j.ustify. 
3 The ·Est·es· court also pointed out that .the .quality of 
4 .testimony in these· types of· heavi·ly publicized trials 
5 its·elf can be influenced, because .certainly most of the 
C5 · ·case·s I 1 ve ·seen, it ( s a big strain even for a pol.ice office 
7 witness to test·ify in the face ·.of a courtroom fil.led with 
8 media representatives, · but for the. ·lay witness. · I mean, 
9 it can change the character of their test·imony. As the 
10 Estes· court pointed out, s ·ome ~people may become fr~ghtenend 
11 others may become· cocky and .publicity .se·eking. The Estes 
12 .court pointed .out· .the poss:ible inf'luence of the judge and 
U jur.ors ( decision·s :whe·re .judges are elec.ted, as in 
14 California. · And at ·that t ·ime· they said all juror.s 1 
15 decisions 'but a .few in the~ United ·States. And lastly, they 
1C5 pointe·d out the possible ha:rassive ef.f.ects on the 
17 defendants the'Irise·l ves~ 
18 The ·two recent case·s that I know .about, . and have 
19 ·had- o.ccasion to .acquaint myself with, have been most 
.zo 
.Z1 
favor.able to the press, or to .the media. In this 
particular case, they have been the Nebraska· Pres-s 
Ass:oci'atio·n: v:s· •· -s-t·e'War·t, and the recent Richmond newspapers 
21 cas.e. And bo.th ·of those ;cases ·indicate that the. rights 
.Z4 
25 
that ·they ascribe to the 'pres·s·, or. the media, are .cert_ainly 
not· absolute, and they can be overcome by the proper 
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I show.ing.. And I just abstracted from the Ne·braska Press 
2 As·sociatto·n vs. ' 'S'tewa·rt, the alternatives that we may 
3 consider to restrict' the media coverage, . and wanted to tell 
4 the committee why I consider those to be 'inadequate .. 
5 The first, a cha~ge ·of venue. And that'· s the 
6 first alte·rnative 'tha't the :court deciding· Neor·ask:a· ·Pre·ss 
7 Asso·ci'ation vs.: Stewart considered. And there's -- first 
8 of all, there's a purely practical reason. Deals with 
' 
expense ·of trial. A cha·nge of venue costs a lot mor.e money 
10 there -are 'invariable big' disputes as to expense 
11 allocations between the transferor and trans·fer.ee county. 
12 The one I happen to know about is .the transfer of the 
U Symbiones.e 'Liberation Army case which our o·ff.ice defended 
14 fr·om Alameda County to Sacramento County i and the dispute 
15 over who is _ goi~g to pay for that is still _going on. But 
16 the more practical reason to me is at least in Califor-nia--
17 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Is there any uniform procedure 
18 for reimbursements to. counties when a case is transferred 
19 t,here? 
10 
2.1 
12 
24 
25 
MR. FOSTER: As I . understand it, sir, that dispute 
settled between the county administrators' office .of the 
specific counties', and I imagine their county counse·ls 
could resort ·to· li ti'.gation, if that became necessary. I 
don't know of any proc.edure whereby that's done. 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Because if a very expensive 
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I case . g.oes to· a smaller county, it .seems to me there is 
2 great financ-ial pressure to .the sma·ller· county. 
3 MR. FOSTER: Well, the·re is. And there ·can be 
4 a strain on jail facilities·, cust·odial personnel, there can 
5 be a lot of problems· along those lines. I' 11 ·have to 
6 admit, I'm not aware of a case that has been transferred 
7 from a b~g county to s.mall. county where that's ·taken place, 
8 because the chang~~g of venue I have 'been acquainted wit.h 
9 have been fr·om a big county .. to another big country, or at 
10 least a medium-sized one. But I can certainly see with the 
11 trans:fer to the smaller c.ounty how .there can be. strains on 
12 the: facilities, law .enfo.rcement personnel, you know, even 
13 the' ~court personnel .availabl.e. 
14 Fr·om the· .standpoint ·of the defendant's r~ghts, no. 
15 The: change of. venue,: .at ·least· .in California, carr.ies with 
16 it no _ guarantee that the publicity is not_ going to follow 
17 the· ·defendant wherever that case. goes,· and that's already 
18 happened, I think, to some extent with the Corona case in 
19 Alameda County, because it's already been widely alluded to 
20 in the press there, pretrial. The final result of Corona's 
21 153.8.5 hearing,and ha:s detailed pretty well the evidence 
22 that has been e.Xpress·ed, which is one of the cla·ssic no-no'~ 
21 from the Shepard case. But that's been print-ed, and what 
24 
25 
effect that is going to have on Corona's trial, I don't 
know. · But it 1 s certainly ther·e. 
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1 The other possible remedy that the Nebraska Press 
2 Association case alluded to· is postponement. of the trial to 
3 allow the dissipation of publicity. It'.s been my 
4 experience that you can do that, · and that's fine, but the 
5 publicity surrounding a trial usually will be r~generated 
6 to some degree on the eve of or during the trial. And so 
7 you could -- I mean, from my standpoint, and lawyers always 
8 like to get continuances·. I guess if you could show that 
9 was going to happen, we could just continue .the case 
10 for.ev.er. Of course, that is not consistent· with the 
II administration of justice. 
12 CHAIRMAN McV.ITTIE: Seems like a lot of criminal 
U at·to·rneys do like ·to. continue cases. 
14 MR. FOSTER; They do. From my standpoint, with a 
15 lot· of cases ·I have had·, I would just as soon try them, 
16 because the longer .... -. to me, the longer a highly publicized 
17 case . goes on,· and I ''m looking at this ·solely -from number of 
11 continuances, the greater the possibility that if you keep 
19 it in the same county, .the p.ublicity is just going to be 
20 recjeri.erated· every time there • s a trial date. And there's 
21 a dowr1side to that fr·om my standpoint, because if you 
22 regenerate it so many times, it really expands the coverage 
21 it . gets to the populace·. 
14 
25 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: What ~remedy does .the ·defendant 
have, or the court .that ·is attempting to insure ·a fair tria , 
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1 and a motion to .suppress has been granted, and the evidence 
2 is .revealed in the local newspaper, T.V. stations? 
MR. FOSTER: Well, I'm -- you know, I'm not a big 
4 ·fan of the contempt ·sanction, because from my· standpoint, 
5 tryi~g to insure ·-- I mean,. assume there ·were some 'kind of 
6 g~g order in the- first plac.e. I mean, once it's been 
7 published, I think the' dam~ge is done. 
8 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Is there any remedy to the 
9 defendant? 
10 MR. FOSTER; From me, frankly, from the st-andpoint 
11 ·of. the defendant.,. s r~g:hts. , there is no remedy. I followed 
12 the' j.u~ge •·s log.ic from the standpoint tha.t you bet.ter close 
U the 'hearing· on a proper showing, if you're really going to 
14 protect the' defendantts rights. 
15 No. Just fr·om the standpoint of the defendant • s 
16 r~ght, : I don't think there is an effective remedy. From thE 
17 standpoint, of cour·se, of the court maint-aini~g· its dignity 
18 by enfor.cing its· orders, I think the· contempt ·sanction is a 
19 viable one. But :from my standpoint as the defendant's 
20 
21 
21 
24 
25 
lawyer, ·it -- I •:m just not disposed for it, . because· it 
daesn' t do anything, pr.acti'cal·ly. 
The other. two alternatives alluded to by the' 
st·e~art court that I wanted to cover were well, they -said 
you ·can uncover pos·sible inf·luence on the jury by intensive 
voir dire, and als·o te:ll jurors to disregard whatever 
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1 publicity they may have notice of, by emphatic and clear 
2 instructions. And to· me, both of· those really .. - I mean, 
3 
4 
5 
' 
7 
in the voir dire process itself, the jurors.get the idea 
that there is a strong community feeling ~gainst the 
defendant that they .should disregard and sublimina·lly, you 
are just telling them that _gee, you know, you really have 
to be brave and have a· lot. of courage and disregard all of 
8 this. And the effect is speculative. But I have a feeling 
9 it doesn't remedy the situation to the extent that the 
10 courts would like to believe it does. 
11 There have been at least ·two .u.s. Supreme Court 
12 cases I know of that don 1 t deal to·o kindly with jurors 1 
U abilities to follow instructions when it te·lls them -- when 
14 they are told to dis.regard things. And the two . . cases that 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
10 
21 
21 
23 
spring _to mind are the Br.inkman case dealing with the 
hearsay statement of a co-defendant, and ·Ja·ckson vs. Denno 
telling them to disregard a confession if they found it was 
involuntary. So I ·-- you know, I question the value of 
jury instructions· on that parti·cular point. 
The 'Richmond Newspapers ~ase, which is the most 
.recent, came out this summer, certainly leaves open the 
possibility that even trials could be. closed by pointing 
out again that the .judge made no findings to support his 
24 closure charge. And footnote '18 in that case makes it clea 
25 that the right of the public and press to attend trials 
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1 aren't absolute, and they have _got to be counterbalanced 
2 against certain other. considerations. 
3 With tha·t as -a general introduction, and pursuant 
4 to Mike • s request, I • d just like to go over a few thi~gs 
5 with you from my experience in dealing with published cases, 
6 and othe·r thi~gs I know of that have happened, I think, as 
7 a .result of media coverage. 
8 MR. McCHESNEY: Mr. Chairman, may I ask a· question, 
9 please?· 
10 
11 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: .Yes·, 
MR. McCHESNEY: One of the things in our bill, 
12 Miss ·waters t bi,l~ tried to recognize is in some instances 
U gag orders would be justified. The bill didn't intend to 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
. -close 'that door completely to .the· court and to the · 
defendant, but .there .would be circumstances wher.e there 
were ·serious questions as to whether a . gag or.der was 
necess·ary, and to· provide .an opportunity for the· public and 
the· press to have some input into that decision, · and not --
the testimony we have heard so far is mostly focused on the 
nee·d .for g~g orders and some· unique kinds of cases. But 
how about those· other cases where there is some q.ue·stion? 
Do you think tha't -- and· maybe you can get to it later 
that what Miss ·t..zaters '· bill tries to do .is establish a 
procedure to .deal with those' question-mark cases, where 
there's not a clear situation that a gag order is .necessary 
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I It's not an Estes case, it's not a Richard Nixon case, it's 
2 one of an indigent defendant where there is a short ten-pag 
3 article in the ·oakland: Tribune, and that you or someone is 
4 trying to close the place 'down. Should there be some 
5 process for determining whether you need a gag order, or 
' not? 
7 MR. FOSTER: Well, let me take that in a few steps. 
8 First of all, from my standpoint, if I were 
9 defending someone about whom just a one-page article in the 
10 Oaki and Tribune ·had been printed, I wouldn't be trying to 
II get a gag order anyway. And I really don't think that most 
12 attorneys that deal with cases of this nature would be 
13 tr.ying that. 
14 MR. :McCHESNEY: That's the ·other side of the extreme 
15 of the 27 file drawers, and some place in the middle you 
'' have _ got to find maybe you need one, maybe you don't. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
MR. FOSTER: t'Jell, I mean you ·can I think that 
usually the basis on which the publ'ic and the media seek to 
just·ify their admission to these hearings is based on the 
enhancement of the public confidence in the judicial proces . 
And to, you know~ and to find out how the rules of evidence 
are administered, how the rights of the defendant are being 
protected, what happens in the courtroom, to remove a lot 
of mystery from it. Now I think that's a valid inquiry for 
the media and the public at large. But I don't think that 
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1 that objective has to be served by havi~g them attend 
2 hearings that go on in the case prior to the case's final 
3 determination. I mean, if thos.e thing·s need to be policed, 
4 I think they can be adequately policed by a look at the 
5 trial record and the record of the entire proceedi~gs 
6 thereafter. You know, I think it's subjective bas.i ·cally on 
7 the. part of the ju~ge you are dealing with, as :the law now 
8 stands, as to how much the defendant has to bring forth in 
9 the way of news·paper articles, transcripts. of T.V. programs 
10 things ·like tha't. I would say that they are -- you know, 
11 you ·can probably .couch it in terms· of standard of proof. If 
12 it were· clear there ·were need for this ·order , the judge 
13 could make it, you know, certainly subj.ect to· review at any 
14 time· by a motion by any interested party, including the 
15 media repr-eserita.tives, perhaps the publ.ic, whatever. 
16 If you c·ame 'forward with the one-ten' page article 
17 that said, ' 11 Ju~-ge · , 'I want all the heari~gs clos.ed, 11 I 1 d 
18 say, ·uout. You don 1 t need to· 11 you know, you are clearly 
19 ~- I think that probably were the judge not convinced one· 
20 way or. ano·ther ' · perhaps before the gag order were made, 
21 there should be some input by somebody else. But the final 
22 ·factor is. crucial, I think, what the bill should go to, if 
23 that's going to be 'the view, what the bill should go to is 
24 that the gag order should be made, and then within a certair. 
25 .period of time, the affected media representatives would 
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I have to come in and say, "Look, these guy·s, they haven 1 t 
2 made a sufficient showing to justify what they are asking 
3 for,"because as the judge pointed out, you know, once the 
4 information has.been disseminated once, especially if all 
5 of it has been diss·eminated, you are dealing with a 
6 situation where you can get all the gag orders in the ·world 
7 later, and you can close all the hearings, and the media 
8 can just continue to reprint what they have found out 
9 originally. And that type of publicity is cumulative, and 
10 frequently just as damaging as the· type that 1 s developed as 
11 the case goe$ on. 
12 Does that answer your inquiry? I would put in 
U te·rms of making the or.der, .and then within, y.ou know, 
14 w·ithin a certain period of time,: havi~g it chall·engeable 
15 and allowing for a full hearing probably by a media menlber. 
16 MR. McCHESNEY: Which is what the bill doe.s. 
17 MR. FOSTER: As a practical matt·er. But .I would 
18 make the ·order first. 
19 MR. r.,cCHESNEY; ~·1hich is what :the bill does. To 
10 make the or.der, and then an expidited heari~g or appeal. 
11 The first witness, Judge Fre.tz, commented that 
11 once you establish that procedure, however, you have ·to 
21 allow for the emergency situation. Everybody ·is. going to 
24 opt for the emergency, and there's -- the trial will go on, 
15 rather than stop at the point the order is issued, get the 
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appeal, and theri commence ~gain after the .conflict within 
the First and Second Amendment is resolved somewhat. 
37 
MR. FOSTER: . Well, you know·, in light of what 1 s 
usually propounded as ·the p.ublic interest·, and media 
interest, I don·t t see why the proceedings can 1 t be examined 
after. the fact·, you know, to :protect the .interests that the 
media repres·entat.i ves' ·I have been in contact with a~gue 
that is the r~ght to .attend hearing·s and to· public 
.information. 
I guess· I nev~r did _ get into any specif.ics ·of 
things that 'have ha'ppened to~ me at all. Thes.e don't 
necessarily . go .to trials. But s·ome of them have ·happened 
td. clients of mine.. Some· of these things have happened to 
clients of other peop.le that· I have discussed .them with. In 
a ·case in which. ·I repres·ente'd the defendant, there was a 
lot of indication· ·that the 'defendant had some mental 
problems.· And the defendant in fact was or.iginally ·taken 
to a county hospital. And the outcry ·of the community in 
general resulted in her bei~g taken back to .the county jail 
for a substantial period of time. And that was, you know, 
that was based on community sentiment that they felt the 
defendant was bei~g: mo·llycoddled somewhat . . 
I know of another article that I came across and 
this article interested' me, because it didn't deal with a 
client of mine at the 'time, but it was an art'icle tha't 
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I dealt - ... it was entitled, "Burglary Suspect Remains Free on 
Z Bail" and this is obviously someone who has been -arrested 
3 for some burglaries, some three or four months previous, 
4 and had almost been immediately bailed out. And I got 
5 curious- about this case, and I went to Oakland Municipal 
6 Court and looked at the court file to find out why this 
7 article about bail wa• being published at this particular 
8 t·ime. I will have to .admit I never came up with a reason. 
9 But I found out tha't this individual had made 'bail almost 
10 'immediate·ly, but it was known to the judge at the time he 
11 made bail that the 'defendant was on parole from .state 
12 prison·. The parole authority subsequently did not revoke 
13 his parole. And his trial date was about ten days before 
14 the arti·cle --- or. after the article appeared, and- I mean, 
15 the-re 1 s at least an implication to me, knowing- the 
16 practicalitie-s of the way things wo·rk, that certianly by 
17 that ·article the ju~ge's attention would be bro~ght to this 
18 to try to generate ·some pressure 'to either have him revoke 
19 the individual's ·bail for some reason, or to get .the parole 
10 authorities to reconsider their decision not· to put him 
21 back in prison. 
2.2 
13 
24 
15 
There is and I will have to admit, in a lot of 
the articles I have seen, I haven't been - - I really can't 
say that the reporting has been subst-al)tially inaccurate. 
It is accurate, and there is an overall drumfire effect 
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1 from having articles printed about a case o.ver and over 
2 again, because 'invariably ,they te·ll what 1 .s known -about the 
3 pros.ecution' s side of the story and that's fine, if that's 
4 all the newspapers know at that time. lrle' ve . got ethical 
5 probl'ems, confidenti·ality problems with our client many 
6 times, disseminating what the defendant's side of the story 
7 .is.· And I mean, t.he're is a cumulative eff.ect to the coveragE 
8 of a notorious ·case that can infec·t trial jurors, altho~gh 
9 there are other r·emedies· to deal with this. I know I have 
10 been certainly in a sensational case, been pressured to, 
11 you know, letts get this ·case ·moving alo~g. Let's have .a 
12 preliminary hearing in a hurry, ·and i:n a ·particular case 
13 I'm thinking of·, that had the effect of rea.lly giving me a 
14 to.ta:l insufficient period of preparation, to .prepare for 
15 preliminary hearing. · The D.A. was demandi~g a quick PX, 
16 mainly because of. community pressures and publicity. And I 
17 
18 
19 . 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
25 
wanted to br'i~g that exanple to· the· committee's attention, 
because one ·of the usual alternative remedies is delay. But 
freq.uently, that t·s not consiste·nt with what· the prosecutor 
wants to do. 
I ha·ve had one case in which the case in · which 
potential defense ·witnesses, three people, and I know· .that 
we could have used two of· them, they became so :-- how shall 
I say it? So concerned about ·the media coverage and the 
notariety that the case· had received, that they were just --
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1 they literally were frightened off. And they became 
2 uncooperative with us or anyone, and they related to my 
3 ' investigator that they had been made aware of the 
4 community sentiment about the ·case, and the general 
5 notariety of it, because they had read about it in 
6 newspapers, · and heard about it on television. 
7 I talked with 'two attorneys in our office, both 
8 of whom have had newspaper articles, one containing 
9 something that had been suppres·sed, and another containing 
10 facts about the defendant's prior background that had never 
1 1 been introduced in evidence, made ·their way into j ·ury rooms 
12 during jury deliberations. · 
U It's a relatively conunon occurrence that somebody 
14 reads in the paper. that somebody of ·East 14th Street in 
15 Oakland has done· some te·rrible ·crime that results in 
16 threatening phone calls ·to .the 'defendant's family or 
17 witnesse·s. In fact, there's one case in the of.fice, it's 
18 a 1972 homicide case, in which the newspapers became aware 
19 of a potential defense witness through the police. And the 
10 the defense witness was· an eyewitness to the homocide 
11 itself·, and had indicated to the police that somebo-dy else 
U did it. And apparently within eight days after that 
21 womant.s name was disclosed by the police, she wound up 
14 murdered. Our client, having an alibi, since he was in 
15 custody at the time, nobody has ever been able to establish 
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1 a connection between those two., you know, between the 
2 reV.el.ati:on by the· police, but it certainly does·n 1 ·t do us 
3 any· good in trying to 'find defense witne·sses. 
4 CHAIRr·1AN McVITTIE; Mr. Fos.t·er 1 I want you to take 
5 all· the time you need, but I want to point out we have got 
6 seven mor.e wi tness·e·s, and we want .to try to wind it up by 
7 '5 ·: 00. 
8 MR. FOSTER: Okay. Well, I have other. examples of 
9 the things that have happened to me·. I just would· like to 
10 le:ave. the·. committee with this thought; It seems to me it 
11 should be as important to protect the criminal defendant 1 s 
12 r~ghts· to· fair trial·, pe.rhaps· the only trial .that ·they are 
13 e.ver going to have, by merely .delaying diss'emina,tion of 
14 info·rmati.on about his. case~ Media representatives are 
15 trying to shield· their sources permanently, which I think 
16 the'.r'e :is some· support for. P.ros.ec~utor.s have. the:. right by 
17 state. sta·tute to ·have .. closed he·arings on the materiality of 
18 witne·ss·es and their identity. And in those cases, that 
19 information is never di.sc.losed. It 1 s ·s.ecret for · good. And 
20 all the peop.le that speak for really ask tha't the. publ.ic 
21 delay their examination of. how the. process of justice has 
22 worked in their ·particula:z:: situation until after. the trial 
21 is over. And the'n, you know, I mean that 1 s what we ask for 
24 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Thank you very much, 
25 Mr. Foster. 
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1 Next we have Mr. Mike Dorais, who is from the 
2 California Newspaper Publishers,. Asso·ciation , . and Judith 
3 · Epstein, and she is ·from the Reporters' Committee for 
4 Freedom of the Press. 
5 MR. DORAIS: Mr. Chairman, members of the 
6 committee, Mike Dorais repres·enting California Newspaper 
7 Publishers' Association. 
8 I think that the one ·missing e.lement in today • s 
9 hearing is there 'is no one here, with the exception of 
10 Burt, to really give strong expression to .the need for 
II .legislation as Maxine Waters introduced, to· really frame 
11 the ;issue in te'rms of what. prompted introduction of 
13 Maxinets bill. 
14 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: I want to point out that the 
42 
15 proceedings here today will be published, and the booklets 
16 will be distributed to members of the Legislature, plus 
17 others who request theni, Mi'chael. So .certainly, if you are 
18 interested in legislation, you can pass out those booklets 
19 early next year. 
10 MR. DORAIS; Well Mr. Chairman, what I pointed out 
11 is I have 'discussed with J.udy what the Repor.ters' 
22 Committ·ee is going to urge in their te·s'timony. But as for 
23 
24 
15 
the Newspaper Publishers'· Association, we are in a position 
where we have been for the ·past several months since Maxine 
Naters ·introduced this bill, and that is we are undecided 
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as to· :whether or not .to .support leg.isl.ation such as this 
bill. But I think 'it •· s "iMportant to the ... - and· I will 
e.Xplain why in jus·t a ·moment. I thi-nk it's important to 
the· committee 'to .remind the. committee that .the .inspiration 
for this _grew out of. a racially-inspired murder in the 
Oroville ·area wliich was kept under wraps .for the ·mos.t part, 
.for: the bet.ter part of a year, as a res·ul t of. a . gag order, 
rather summarily handed down by a visiti~g J.P. And that 
. group, .such as the Sacramento Chapter of the NAACP., and 
other people who :were not ·representing the press as such, 
but merely their own· outr~ge at the secrecy that surrounded 
.this murder, pr:ompte:d a conce·rn that manifested itself in 
this bill. And I .think the ·rights of the d·efendants in 
criminal ·matters have been we·11 spoken to already today, 
and of. course ·will continue to be well addres.sed before thi~ 
committee next· year. 
But the ·only illusion to the other issue in this 
matter, has I think' bee·n made by Ju~ge Fretz, and .that was 
when he stated the pres·s of.tentimes· expresses: their side of 
the issue as· being an opportunity and an obl~gation and a 
duty, as it we.re , · to educate the public, their readers, to 
the administration· _of "just·ic.e. To let .the. public .see what'~ 
going on. ll-7hether it's. at a preliminary hear.·ing, or at a 
trial i ts·elf, or in advance 'of the trial or preliminary 
he:aring. And to in tha't way hopefully dispel public 
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1 suspicion of the court sys-tem,· and ins-tead in the 
2 al·te·rnative, to increase the·. public support of the court 
3 system. 
4 We feel what is going on right now, not just .in 
5 California, but throughout the country is a movement 
6 toward a rather revolutionary concept which was expressed 
7 by the last witnes·s, which is if the public will monitor 
8 the administration of the criminal justice system after 
9 justice has been d"ispensed. Some novel idea in this 
10 country as we. understand it, · may be akin to the English 
II system where newspapers really publish at their peril any 
12 information about a trial until the conclus.ion of the 
U pi:oceedings •· And that's .just not. the way it's beeri done 
14 in this country. And yet we .see a movement toward that. 
15 Now we are not ready, and Burt and I have had 
. 16 several discussions o.ver the past several months to support 
17 a bill such as Maxine·' s. And the reason for that is that 
18 we are concerned that if standards -- and this bill, as I 
19 understand, does not presently contain any standard, but 
20 perhaps legislation, if it moved, would. Even a bill that. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
contained a standard that was stronger, say then the 
Younger case, which recognizes the constitutionality in 
California of gag or.ders as applied to wi tnes.ses and 
officers of the court, might not materially help the "press 
in its ability to find out what's taking place, and to 
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1 report it to the community. It might have just the 
2 opposite effect. The fact that there was a procedure in 
3 the statutes, in the codes for the issuance of gag orders, 
4 e:v.en though ·it's set up an oppor.tunity to· pro.test .the 
5 is.suance of thos.e · or.ders. And even though :it required some 
6 cle·ar .and present ·danger to .the de.fendant' s r~ght to a fair 
7 ·trial, rathe·r than just a reasonable likelihood standard of 
8 prej'udicial publicity.. It might result .in these gag orders 
9 being handed down wholesale. And the fact as· we understand 
10 it right now, that they are not being . handed down who.lesale 
11 One thing ·I would like to see· comi~g out of this 
12 connni ttee· { s work 'is a request, perhaps, to the. Judicial 
13 Council to do more statistical· information_ ·gathering so 
14 that all of· us could become better informed as to just how 
15 many gag orders ·are being ·ha'nded dowh in California. What 
16 types of stand·ards being applied, are judges .in fact, when 
17 they do hand them down, taking a look at whether or not it 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
is necessary. Goi~g· past that, are they findi~g that there 
should be some real neces·sity, or just merely just an · 
exp:res·sion by someone :requesti~g a . g~g order? 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Mr. Kerry's here from the 
Judicial Council. Why don 1 t you· check with 'him af.terwards? 
I know he' s making some note:s, and I think they would be 
·happy to cooperate 'if they have the facilities to do so. 
MR. D'ORAIS: I plan to talk to them about it. And 
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1 I think it would be -- I don't know whether they're budgetary 
2 problems or not, I know that their committe.e, Mr. Chairman, 
3 has a great deal more impac-t upon studies by that body 
4 than ·-
5 
' 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: I have no impact no longer. 
MR. DORAIS: You may. be a member of the Judicial 
7 Counc i 1 be fore too much lo~ger, f.1r. Chairman. 
8 CHAIRMAN J.1cVITTIE: Yes. 
9 MR. DORAIS: But beyond the statistical 
10 information that I think all of us would benefit ·from, we 
11 can attest to the fact .that after the Shepard case, and 
12 after the American Bar Ass.ociation author:ized Justice Paul 
U Reardon to head a committee which was to investigate and 
14 to promulgate findings .regarding the adverse effects of 
15 pretrial publicity, the '.Reardon Committee report which 
16 advocated the issuance of g~g orders almost at the drop of 
17 a hat as a way of preventing prejudicial pretrial publicity 
18 was not adopted in California by ei'ther the Judicial Counci 
19 or. by the California Bar or Conference of Judges, or 
20 anybody else·. Nobody _ gave. us .their stamp of approval, and 
21 the reason was because Ju~ge Fretz: and other people who 
22 were really concerned abo.ut what· appeared to be a clash 
21 be-tween the press and judiciary, organized the Bench-Bar-
24 ·Media Committee of which you have heard rnor.e earlier. But 
25 this committee, which has functioned· for ten years on a 
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1 voluntary basis,- has caused a lower.i~g of. the tensions in 
2 the ·area:, has caused the~ media, the press, to: be more 
3 educate"d to the desirability of avoiding, say publication 
4 of. a confession at the ·.time of arrest, to be more 
5 conscious ·of the .defendant 1 s rights and his needs. 
I think also there has been, if nothing eLse, an 
7 understanding that you can { t g~g the p:J;"es·s, there has also 
8 beeri the hotline that Ju~ge Fretz 'described, .and educating 
9 of jurists to the· . .desirability of not. just issui~g those 
10 . ·gag orders willy.-nilly. 
11 CHAIRMAN McVITTTE: It I: s always a great 
12 .temptation on the 'part ·of former legislators who bec'ome 
U judges to gag the ·press. We will ha.ve to overcome those 
14 temptations. 
15 MR. DORAIS: ' One further comment. we would like to 
16 make in addition ·to the expres·s ·ion ·of concern we ·have that 
17 a statute whfch appears to have as ·its ·base· -- it does have 
18 as its mot.ivati:on,. the ·.desirability of .restricting the 
19 .issuance of those . g~g orders and opening up the system to 
20 more review. It might have 'the opposite eff.ect, in that a 
2 1 lot of illusions ·have been: made today and will be· made in 
22 the 'future to· the Sixth Amendment and the defendan-t 1 s right 
23 .to an impartial jury. And it seems to me tha~t whe·never 
24 
25 
defense counsel talked to his committee or other _groups on 
this ·subject, or the' prelimina·ry hearing law, which perhaps 
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we are interested in and concerned about more than the gag 
order si·tuation in te'rms of it's adverse ef.fect upon the 
3 public's right to know. · They overlook the fact that a 
4 
5 
7 
jury, we believe, is really conscious about living up to 
the standards imposed upon it to consider only that 
evidence, only that information which is brought .to its 
attention during the ·trial i tse·lf. To ~gnore that type of 
8 human desire ·to achieve, to live up to a higher standard, 
9 to rise above built-in vices, is to, .in ef.fect, say that 
10 somehow a judge is more God-like than the rest of· us, 
I I be'cause he· certainly is frequently called upon to ignore 
12 what information he has already come to pos.sess in arriving 
13 at a decision. 
14 Jurors, perhaps, are bette·r at this than judges. 
15 Judges pride themselves,. take. it for granted that they are 
1a able ·to accomplish this, But yet judges every day of the 
17 week are sentencing people .to prison. For a juror, this 
18 is a really awesome respons.ibility. I think when a juror 
19 
10 
21 
22 
21 
24 
15 
is told by a judge, "Look"," consider only the information 
you have in front of you ," I think jurors tend to live up 
to .that. 
And in conclusion, I would remind the committee 
.that in addition ·to .the proc.edure, change of venue which 
was men"tioned by earlier witnesses, there are other. 
protections to avoid the issuance of gag orders, including 
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1 seques.tering· of .the jury, or instructi.ons. to a jury not to 
2 follow. news .accounts of the ·trial· in progress. As a .final 
3 result, cha~ge ·of: venue has been resor.ted to in the more 
4 not·or.ious cases,. and is· a good procudure .and certa.inly 
5 .should be 'emplo.yed before a. gag· order should be issued. 
C5 
7 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Mike Ullman has a question. 
MR. ULLMAN: Mr, Dorais, what .if you were sitting 
8 on a jury, and .let's say· the case concerns. 24 murders, and 
9 you read in the newspaper prior to the trial that there is 
10 very crucial evidence that has been suppressed at· a 
11 hearing. I don·• t · know. what it is ,. but very cr.uc ia 1 .evidenc• 
12 .that would link the 'de.fendant to the ·crimes.,- and you go in 
13 to the 'deliber.ation ·room, and you have heard all the 
14 eY.i.derice bU:t for that·, .and1 you think there's quite a bit 
15 of . . evidence, but .you· ·have ·some doubt as to whether or not 
16 that·' s . ·enough to :susta.in ·the .people • s burden of proo.f. Do 
17 you think you, as· a juror:, would be abl.e to suppres·.s that 
18 newspaper story that you have rea:d earlier.? 
19 
.20 
21 
MR. DORAIS; I,· as a juror., would have been asked· 
by :the judge. duri~g voir d·ire whether or not I was :aware 
of .other information .about the case, whether or not if I 
22 was , · I would be· able to put .it as ide . And. if I had not 
.21 
.24 
.25 
at· :that time truthfully believed that I could, and ·have not 
.answered yes , I wouldn' t even be sit tin g. on that jury pane 1 
at that point. so· I think the answer is self-evident: Of 
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I course I would, 
2 MR. ULLMAN: Then basically, the. only people that 
3 should be allowed on that· jury would be people who don't 
4 read news·papers?· 
5 MR. DORA! S : No, . just the oppos i:te , Mr. Ullman. 
6 I don't think ·it enhances the criminal justice .system to 
7 have people who don't, you know, who are ignorant of what 
8 g.oe.s on around them in a community. Peop.le who. don't read 
9 newspapers, people who don't follow television news or 
10 ·radio news, sitting on jury panels. That would be 
11 :ridicul.ous. I mean, my point was do you think that a judge 
12 is .somehow different .than the pe-ople in the jury box? 
u MR. ULLMAN: No question that he· isn't, but that's 
14 why pe·ople ·have a right to· 12· impartial jurors, for that 
15 ver.y ·same fac.t. 
16 MR. DO.RAI'S: But yet the judge is called upon to 
17 express evidence and make other rulings that --
18 MR. ULLMAN: It would be a ver.y ·rare .instance 
19 where. ·that judge ·would be .then ruling on .the . guilt or 
10 innocence issue, unles·.s this we:re a juvenile. court. · Which 
11 brings up another -~ which bri~gs up another. problem, yes. 
22 MR. DORAIS: I think,· you know, the. point is is 
·n that jurors do, in our opinion, live up to· a higher 
14 standard when called upon to do so. And that it's not an 
15 improvement to ask for people to serve as jurors who are 
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1 really ignorant of what .goes on in the community. And the 
2 suspicion is in the judge's mind that- prejudicial 
3 pUblicity ·ha.S been Of s:uch magnitude that it IS impOSSible 
4 for peo-ple to find 12 .people who: can put .this aside, then 
5 he :should grant a change ·of .venue. And ~e·y do. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 . 
18 
19 
20 
That concludes our testimony, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE; Tha'nk you, Mr, Dor.ais. 
Mrs. Epstein? 
MS. · EPSTEIN: I would like to second mos.t of the 
thoughts that Mike has 'jus-t oarti·culated. 
Just to let you know my perspective, I am in 
private ·.practice with a ·-law firm in Oakland-, Crosby ,Heafey, 
Reach, and May, and we do represent a number of media 
clients that have been involved in litigation wi.th the full 
s .pectrum of derii;al of acces·s ·to courts, court reco.rds, et 
cetera. 
Today I am here 'repres·enting, as y.ou know, - the 
Reporters' Co'mmitte.e for Freedom of the· Press, which is 
from ·washi~gton, D.C., and they are a voluntary 
unincorporated group of members of· reporters and editors, 
21 both from the print and broadcast media. And the Reporter' i 
22 
21 
24 
25 
Committe·e has appeared in virtua-lly every recent case 
before the United States supreme Court dealing with 
restrictions on dissemination of information from the 
.courtroom. 
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I Unfortunately, neither the Reporters' Committee 
2 nor I received the .actual Water's bill, so I . can't speak 
3 directly to that legislat-ion, although I did have a few 
4 minutes before to read it over. But in talking to Jack 
5 Landeau, who is really the guiding inspiration •for the 
6 Reporters 1 Cornrni ttee, the·:r:e are a number of irnp·ortant· thing 
7 that carne to his mind that he. wished to have articulated to 
8 you that -- as those considerations have their genesis in 
9 g~g orders. 
10 The primary concern of .the Reporterst Committee is 
11 that which was alluded to by Mike, and that is the growing 
12 aura of secrecy that seems to be surrounding the judicial 
13 proceedings from· beg.inning to end. This :is an· issue that 
14 is. very much in the forefront, in fact, the .Reporter's 1 
15 Committee 'has attempted to· have some .statistical monitoring 
16 of a courtroom, closures, . g~g orders, et :cete·ra, on a 
17 national ·basis, · not just· :in California. And it's somewhat 
18 scatt·ered, as you can apprec'.iate,these :reports c·ome :in from 
19 all over the ·country. But since the Gene.tt ·decision in 
20 July of 19'79, there have bee·n that they are aware of, 270 
21 motions to closed trial, or to close pretrial heari~gs, or 
22 to issue gag orders. And of· those · 271 motions, · 
23 approximately 55 per·cent have 'been granted. And a very, . 
' . 
24 very small percentage of those rnotion·s dealt with gag order 
25 per se. Obviously,about 18 of those. So this is a problem 
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1 that as you can see, that is occurring with greater 
2 frequency. In fact·, closure of courtrooms and court trials 
3 has been a rarity up until the :last five .years. The 
4 
5 
6 
conflict, or the ·potential·,-of course, for. confLict between 
the 'First and Sixth 'Amendment has been with ·us since the 
foundi~g of this. country. ·But even in recognition of· that, 
7 the u.s. Supr·eme ·court ·in Nebr'aska Press Association says 
8 that it was unwilli~g to· assign a priority to either the 
9 Sixth or the First 'Amendment. I think tha-t the. Legislature 
10 -......... - it is encumbant on the ·Legislature to .exercise· a public 
11 policy obligation· to somehow resol.ve 'the growi~g l~gal 
12 con·fusion. The Waters Bill, of course, I'd have ·to reserve 
13 judgment on until I have had t ·ime to· duly sift through 
14 that- matter. 
15 But there are other areas that .we ·would like to 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
address. I like to 'first ·talk about- the relevant legal 
decisions in this area,. which the-re are only four, and 
have be·en discu·ss·ed s ·omewhat by the 'previous testimony, and 
.then review the documents of court imposed restrictions, 
inc:luding gag orders, ·and also including clo·sed courtrooms 
and· sealing of transcripts, and finally, I'd like to point 
out some efforts that have bee·n made by both the U.S. 
Justice Departmen-t and the American Bar Association in 
deali~g with these problems·. 
The four cases tha.t I am concerned about, · or that 
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1 I think are the most relevant to your consideration of both 
2 the Waters Bill and any other legislation in this area, 
3 would be Shepard .vs. Maxwe:l1, Nebr·ask·a p:re·ss Association 
4 vs . ' Stewart, Genett co·. vs . · DePasquale, and the Richmond 
5 Newspapers case, Richmond NeWs·pape·rs vs. Virgin·ia. 
6 She_~_ard vs. : Maxwe'll, of course,· provided the 
7 genesis for most of the' court-generated res'trictions that 
8 we are ta·lking about today. I think the atmosphere was 
9 described as circus-like ·at that ·trialf and the u.s. 
10 Supreme Court reversed his. conviction because they felt 
11 that he had bee·n .denied his due process rights to a fair 
12 trial. That was in 1966. 
U In 1976, Nebra·ska· ·pre:ss Assoc:;iation ·v.s. 'Stewart 
14 carne. to the attention of the :court, and- this was ·because 
15 there had been a g~g order issued by the ju~ge prohibiting 
16 the publication of information that was already within the 
17 public domain, and the court found that a prior restraint 
18 in the form of a gag order directing, or prohibiti~g the 
19 publi-cation of information by the media bore .a heavy 
20 presumption of unconstitutionality. And Judge ·Fretz, in 
21 
21 
24 
25 
discussing this, mentioned of course that since Nebraska 
Press Association, that type of gag order, that .being the 
kind that restricts the· publ:ication of inform.ati.on already 
within the posses's ion of the .newspaper, has virtually never 
passed judicial review. That's because the standards set 
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in Nebraska Press -a.re so h f gh. This heavy burden of -- or 
this heavy pres:umption of .unconstitutionality has really 
never bee·n overcome :by any .evidentiary showing. However, 
there are 'other types ·of res'trictive orders, as Ju~ge 
Fr.etz: called the·m, dealing with restrictions on the 
diss·emination of inf6rmation oby attorneys, cour.t officers, 
et ce.tera. And thos.e have been sustained primarily under 
5 
a standard in which the show~g was that there was a 
substantial likelihood that the· defendant would -- his fair 
trial rights would be prej:udiced. 
In 1978,·. the .U,S. Supreme Court in Genett. vs. 
· Depa·sgua;le wa·s ·called upon· to· review the .closure of the 
pr·etrial ·suppres-sion hearing. And in that ·case, the court 
deal·t with the 'Sixth 1unendmerit right to a publi·c trial, and 
fo\,lhd that ·the· public and the media ha·ve 'no .independent 
enforceable ·right :under the Sixth Amendment .to attend 
pretrial proceedi:r:tg's •· However, in the· Genett decision 
the u.s. Supreme Court :expressly reversed the issue of 
whether or not there was a First Amendment right of access 
to .the courtroom, finding that .under the fac·ts ·of. that case 
any possible First Amendment Inte·rest has been satisfied 
by' Judge Depasquale, . who had held the heari:r:tg, although 
.post-motion, ·balanced and evaluated the competing interest 
of the Sixth ·Amendment right of the defendant with the 
media's First Amen'dmerit, · and in tha.t case, found that there 
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3 That, of course, left open, or left unanswered the 
4 question as to whether· or not .there is a First Amendment 
5 right to be present- in the courtroom. And that, of course, 
6 was resoundingly answered jus-t this July by the U.S. 
7 Supreme Court in the Richmond News·pap'e·r·s vs;. V·i"rg'inia. 
8 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Did that invoLve a preliminary 
9 hearing? 
10 MS. EPSTEIN: Pardon me? No. Richmond Newspapers 
11 involved a trial. In ·fact, it was the fourth trial of a 
12 defendant charged wi.·th murder. The first· three erided eithe 
U in mistrial or a reversal because of inadmissible evidence. 
14 At the· beginni~g of. his fourth trial, the defendant. moved 
15 to. close his trial, and that trial in fact was clos.ed to 
16 the public and the media from start to finish, which was 
17 actually only a two:-.day trial. And after the pros.ecution 
18 had put on its case, the· court granted defendant's motion 
19 to .strike all the evidence, and found the defendant not 
20 guilty, discharged the jurors, ·and the defendant walked 
21 away free. However, the. u.s. Supreme Court was extremely 
22 concerned with this with the. fact that this trial had been 
23 held in secret, and for the "first time in 1980, the·y 
24 ·articulated a· First Amendment right of the 'public to attend 
25 criminal trials. They als·o· articulated a First Amendment 
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1 right for the 'first time of. the press· to gather new.s. Now 
Z they l 'imited that to· ho'ldi~g publ.ic trials,- and' there is an 
3 unanswered question ye·t as to whether that First Amendment 
4 r~ght should apply with equal force ·and effect to pretrial 
5 proc.eedi~gs ~ · 
6 The test articulated in the Ri:chiriond Newspapers 
7 ·case,: bec·ause they did say· that it was not an absolute 
8 r~ght,· was that absent an overriding interest stated in 
9 articulated findings, the trial must ·be open to the '.public. 
10 That 1·s ·the .l~gal·· framework of what- we· are dealing with. 
11 The ·.sheppard ·case·,. of course·, engendered a whole. g·amma of 
12 court authorized devices: to' control publicity, based on 
U the ·rationale," or the perception that pretrial publicity 
14 would in fact .endanger .the .de.fendant 1 s right to receive a 
15 fair trial. 
ItS I think that· it •··s ·always been a matter of 
17 specu1ati.on as to what eX:t·ent pretrial publ:ici ty. can in 
18 fact :endanger the defendant 1 s ability to .receive ·.a trial 
19 by impartial jury. It comes to mind that people such as 
20 ~gela Davis, Johh Connolly,were ·acquitted in the face of 
21 massive ·pret.rial publicity. Indeed, in fact in Nebraska 
22 Pres·s Associ'ation, .defendant Simmons, the murder .occurred 
23 in a town· of, I think it was, 500 ,· approximately. 500 .people 
24 .Sutherland, Nebraska. And .even .in that ins·tance, there was 
25 .no problem under voir dire of impaneli~g a jury who said 
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1 that they could try the defendant without ·prejudice from 
2 whatever information !th:ey had received prior .to. that trial. 
3 And ironically Nebraska Press Association, most of the 
4 coverage came from the national broadcast media, who weren' 
5 subject to the court order. Their local newspapers, of 
6 course, were precluded fr·om publishing any of the 
7 information. 
8 Following the· Shepard decision, there was a whole 
9 period in which protective .orders, or restrictive orders 
10 were routinely issued in all cases involving significant 
II news coverage. J;n fact., ·one leading trial attorney 
12 described that· poih'b ·in time,· described the California 
U judiciary in the foll·owing manner. He says, and I quote: 
14 "They have achieved a degree of 
15 control over the' publication of news 
HS respecting. cr'imina·l justice virtually 
17 equal to that ·enJoyed by the British 
· 18 bench." 
19 In fact, between 1970 and 1975, at least 300 such . ·gag 
.ZO orders were issued. However, as I mentioned ·earlier, after 
21 Nebraska Press Association, there have been fewer and 
22 fewer silencing orders. And in fact, . the ·ABA in its 1978 
2J standards governi~g fair trial/free· press proscribed the 
24 use of gag orders all together, those being orders which 
25 restricted publication of the information, and with respect 
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1 to- restricting the issuance of restrictive orders, or those 
2 or.ders prohibiti~g individuals from speaking to the press, 
3 they have revived the.ir standard so that -- and abandoned 
4 the standard of reasonable 'likelihood of prejudice, and 
5 have ·adopted a clear and present danger· standard. And I'm 
' afraid this is where ·Judge Fretz and I part co~pany. The 
7 ABA, afte·r givi~g this quite ·a bit ·of consideration, 
8 determined that ·the ·reasonable· ·likelihood standard did not 
9 provide :adequate prote·ct'ion· to the 'First· Amendment·, and 
10 f.elt :that ·the clear and· pres·ent ·danger standard was· the 
11 riedes:sa·ry standard to insure First· Amendment interests, and 
12 that :that standard was also adequate to protect the ·sixth 
U Amen'dment rights: ·of the defendant. 
14 
15 
'' 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
25 
I ·have a copy of this -- or several copies, if you 
would like, and I woUld be happy to give them to you after 
the heari~J· . The·y are hard to come by for some ·reason. 
They don tt seerri to- be .. rou·tinely distributed. 
CHAIRMAN McV!.TTIE; All right. 
Ms.· EPSTEIN; I think ·a review -of those standards 
would be ext·remely helpful in that the·y cover all forms of 
gag orders that ·have be·en ta·lked about, and res·trictive 
or.ders, gag orders, co-urtroom closures, and there is some 
very . good ana·lysis of tho:se· standards, and commentary and 
review, and I would recommend them to you. 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: What we· will do is make them a 
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1 part of the record then. 
2 MS. EPSTEIN: All right. I think that would be a 
3 goo.d idea . 
4 As I mentioned to you, the gag order issue itself, 
5 and the re~trictive order itself, isn't the primary concern 
6 of the Reporters' Committee. It is concerned with courtroom 
7 closures, nationwide, and it is concerned with .denial of 
8 access to court records. And of course, that ·happens to 
9 corres·pond with my· particular area of expertise, or interest 
10 and· that's in California, and that deals with closures of 
II the courtroom during the prel'iminary hearing, pursuant to 
12 Penal Code Section 868. 
U · The .challenge to ' 868. by the media really was 
14 precipitated in 1978 ,.· January of 1978,. when the Moore 
15 Brothers .sought to close .their prelimina-ry hearing. And at 
'' 
17 
18 
19 
10 
21 
1Z 
21 
14 
15 
that time, a repor.te·r for .the' ·oakland :Tr:ibune stood in 
objective to that closure and to his rejec.tment, and that 
real-ly prec'ipi tated a whole series of challe~ges to that 
statutue ,· and to date, seven judges, Municipal and Superior 
Court .judges nave declared the s·tatute unconstitutional. 
UnfortWlately, there has yet to be ·an Appellat~ .decision, a 
public Appellate decision of precedential value, and the 
Supreme Court has been unwilling to take the case as well. 
Typically, the Court of Appeal, the matter has c·ome before 
the ·court of Appeal under a writ which has been denied, and 
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1 the denial of that writ has been brought to the· attention of 
2 the or the .pe·ti'ti:on -- the Supreme .Court from the denial 
3 of the writ, and the Cal-ifornia Supreme Court has been 
4 unwilli~g to hear· the ·case, although in ·var-ious· di.f .ferent 
5 case·s, ·four different jus-tices· have .felt that .the· hearing 
S should be granted. 
7 The 868 issue has _ ·gained a lot of. visi·bility. It 
8 is ·ou·r conce'rn that the courts are .deferring to the · 
9 Legisl-ature, that :they are waiti~g to see if there ·will be 
10 a l~qislative ·solUtion to this problem. 
11 As I' ment-ioned, the 'Richmond News·paper case doesn't 
12 give ·us all the· 'information we need, because it .dealt 
13 s·triotly with trial, .not with pretrial pro.cee'ding.s. However 
14 if· you .consider that .in ·cal,ifornia, only .3. 2 of. all felony 
15 disposti:ons· :oc.cur· at ·trial, 'I .think it's· a s~gment of our 
IS crimina·! justice syst·em that- needs -atteriti:on,· and I think 
17 it nee·ds it now. I think .that .it's crucial .that ·the public 
18 be' able to receive the: information about our criminal 
19 justice sys-tem,· and be abl·e· to evaluate it if it's. going to 
.20 do so at all during the pretrial· stages, every bit .as much 
.21 so as :during the :trial·, 
.2.2 
.23 
.24 
.25 
CHAIRUAN MdVITTIE; Michael Ullman has· a que-stion . 
MR. ULLMAN: · Do· y.ou als·o feel the· grand jury 
proc.ee.ding·s ·should be ·o.pen: to the public? 
MS. EPSTEIN; We 11, the ·grand jury pi.-o.cee'.dings, for 
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1 the most part,· now has been pre-empted in the. context that 
2 we ·are talking about. 
3 MR. ULLMAN: The Federal Grand Jury proceedings 
4 still exist, and in theory, under California law of court 
5 procedures and court dec.isions, there still can be a . grand 
C5 jury indic·tment and not a subsequent preliminary hearing, 
7 unles·s the defendant asks for it • 
• 
9 
10 
11 
MS. EPSTEIN; All right. Well, first of all, there 
are differen:t factors opposite in the grand jury proceedings 
It ·is an investigatory body, and there are individuals that 
are brought before that body, whether charges are or will 
12 be made against that ·individual. A whole· different set of 
U procedural -- the·re is a whole different procedural gamut 
14 there. There is no right td cro.ss-examination, there 'is no 
15 right to an attorney, it ·is 'just a differerib context. And 
" I am probably avoi.ding, the question, or I should say I am, 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
iS 
and the reason for that .is I would have to give just· 
consideration to whethe·r the ·same First Arnen'dment protection 
and the' Sixth Amendment protec'tion·s , · whethe·r the weight 
woUld be 'the same in that context, and I have not yet . gi ve·n 
my consideration to that. But I only distinguish that for 
you, to let you know they aren't ·identical, that there is no 
individual tha·t is. going to be charged with anything in 
these proceedings. 
And then as I mentioned, just as a ·factual matter, 
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1 since .just .in the last two .years, of. course, we now have 
.z almost every def.endant goi~g by way of. preliminary -- he 
3 is be'ing bound over by way of preliminary heari~g, which is 
4 ironic, be.c'ause -that in fact. ·is one of. the reasons why 
5 attention has ·fo:cused on Penal Code .Section 868.- In fact, 
6 that up -until two years ago, · many of the more notorious, or 
7 ne-wsworthy defendants were being indicted. And it's now, 
8 of. course,· they are ·all chao'sing to, because of the · 
9 procedural saf~guards available to them, they are almost 
10 a·ll. choosing to . go by way of. ·prel·imina:ry hear.i~g. I don't 
11 have the ·statistics on that for you, by the Wfi.Y• 
12 Mr·. McChes·ney? 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2J 
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25 
· MR. ·Mc'CHESNEY; One of the options we considered 
in drafting this l~gis·lation· , and the way it came ~out, was 
to~ have ·a different judge, .and different court consider the 
issue of gag orders, and allow the media and public, 
whatever parties., to c·ome in to discuss .that issue, to try 
.that issue, Another opt-ion wou·ld have been to open it up, 
give standing to· the· media, for instance,· in the· trial 
cour.t. 
What do you think of that option? And .one prefaced 
by ·-saying we ·rej'ec.ted that· because of concern about .the 
conflict of inte~rest :on the·. part of the media, of getting 
involved as a participant ·in a given case. And do you have 
a simi·lar kind of· probl'eiri? What is your feel~ing abou·t that? 
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1 MS. EPSTEIN: We.ll, that{s ·-- I was goi~g to get to 
2 that ·later, and I will· just· bring it up as a point· of 
J reference now.. 
4 ~le are working with Judge p·eck, the presiding judge 
5 in th~ Northern District of California, and he has ~ndicated 
6 his interest in formulating some 'local rules of court 
7 addressing the'se very issue.s. And in our proposa·l to him, 
I which we -- itls just at the very beginning stages, we are 
9 going to propose that there be a heari~g, and that it be 
10 before the 'same judge, that- it not be 'before a different 
11 judge 'for th~ very reasons that Mike has talked about before 
12 I think that the judge should be capable of evalua.ting the 
II interests at stake · ·of that particular trial, and the· conflic 
14 of interest issue 'isn 1 t rea:11y -- I don 1 t see 'it as -a great 
15 one, · and ·of course·, there is always Appellate r .eview .of that 
16 determination in any event. In those cases, it would be by 
17 writ, by immediate writ anyway. And in the preliminary 
18 heari~gs context, of course·, · it would .be to the Superior 
19 Court; in other. contexts, the Superior Court ·of course would 
10 be to the· Court of Appeal. But I am probably naive, . but I 
21 have great faith in the judiciary as long as they ·can let 
22 me watch them, both 'in terms of the judges and in terms of 
21 jurors, I am not a cynic about that at all, and until I am 
24 proven otherwise, I think that would be adequa·te. 
25 Getting back to the problem "Ti th the closure of 
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courtrooms i and· in particular, closure during pr.eliminary 
he'arings · it isn• t suf·f .ic.ient- as. has bee·n indicated earlier 
' , 
that- subsequent transcripts, · or the release .of subsequent 
transc·ripts, whether it be for the preliminary hearing or 
the ~trial, that ·isn't an adequate solution , In fact, it's 
no .so·lution at all as ·far as· I' am concerned. The press is 
not .in the business· of· writi~g history. It's unrealistic 
for us to believe 'that· :people are going to do. .anythi~g but 
wish to read newsworthy information. And newsworthiness 
and news itself is h;L.ghly perishable. If .they are 
interested in what became of ·carl Che·ssman, or what became 
~f a parti·cular .defendant, leave to it to :Arthur· 
Schl'e·ssi~ger, Jr. to .tell· us about that. ·we ·are in the 
bU:s-iness of conteiriporaneous:ly informing the· publ.ic about 
what· is occurri~g in our _ .governmental system. Moreover 1 
trans·cripts are 'not an adequate· reproduc-tion of what 
actually has .occurred in a: courtroom. T.he'.re is no method 
of. eva·luati~g demeanor·, commitment, cour·t movement, in fact, 
if the:re is a disrupti.on -in the courtroom, tha b doesn't 
appear on· the transcript. 
One of. the most striking examples of that .occurred 
when .we were :involved with obtaini~g the ac:tual oral 
transcript of the Dan White confession tape. No:w that tape 
was ente:red into evidence,: and a written transcript was made 
available. And as you ;kriow, the Dan White conviction was 
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1 extreme·ly unpopular, to .put it midly. 
z CHAIWAN McVITTTE: .You mean the .sentence.? 
3 MS. EPSTEIN: .The· :sentence he received was 
4 extr'emely unpopular. He was comnicted of ·--
5 MR. ULLMAN: Volunbary manslaught-er. 
6 Ms. · EPSTEIN; voluntary manslaughter. 
7 
8 
' 
In any event, in ·talki~g to journalists and 
individuals who were present in a courtroom, it was the 
gene·ral ·consensus ·that that :oral reproduction of that· 
confession was th.e crucial ·element in that case, that had 10 
11 the greates·t ·single 'impact· on the jury in just looki~g at 
12 therri and liste·ning to that ·tape. And yet,' Jud9e Calc~gno 
U was. ·extremely skiddish about ·the ·conduct of tha"t trial, 
66 
14 under:s~andably, and was unwilli~g to stop. at that point and 
15 .evalua·te. whether ther.e was· a right to. the .actual tape 
HS itse·lf. 
17 Well·, as ·it ·turned .out, we "li ti'gate"d ·the issue 
18 afte·r . the trial, and were able to obtain the' ac.tual tape 
19 itse·l.f. And I was astounded, myself, after ha.'vi~g read the 
20 transcript and then listening to· that tape,· at the· differenc1 
21 in impact, and the difference. tha·t I felt· about that whole 
21 
24 
25 
trial after hearing it. So I only mention that to you as 
an example, an illustration of why transcripts of any 
criminal proceeding are just wholly unsatisf:acto·ry in terms 
of evaluating what went on in that proceeding. 
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Also, as I menti.oned to you before, in view of the 
fac·t :that only J ·. 2 of all· felony dis.positi.ons :oc:curring at 
trial,. you will· - - we ·essentially will be· -- or the public 
-wi'll be precluded from evaluating what mos.t often occurs 
at pretrial, that :is governmental corru-pti:on and- abuse, if 
it is there. For. example,· the 18- minute gap in !the· Nixon 
tapes wa·s brought out at pretrial proceeding.s. The· breakin 
at Dr. Ellsbe~g' s of'f.ice was brought out at a pr.etrial 
pro.c.ee'ding. The use of· an· informant -- of an F.B.I. 
informant in the Berrigan case was bro~ght out at a pretrial 
procee'di~g. The:se· are· _,.. :thi.s is the kind of infox:rnat:ion that 
is absolute·ly crucial if .the publ.ic is . going. to· know about 
the criminal justice ·.sys:tem, Not just whether an individual 
has been convicted or acquitted. 
Of course,· we ·are :concerned about the effect of 
Penal Code Section 8 6 8 , and would urge s·ome sort of 
.l~gislative solution in view of the :court •s unwilli~gness to 
take on a judicial solution. t-17e feel that the statute is 
Unconstitutional because 'it allows unfett~ed discretion ·to 
the· :defendant to clos.e the ·courtroom for any reason -- or 
any .reason at. all. It res'ts from the judge any di.scretion 
or ability to .evaluate :the need for the clo:sure. of the 
c.ourtr.oom, whe.ther o.the'r alternatives in -fact would be 
satisfacto:ry; and I think the statute is uncon·stitutional 
because 'it '.s ·overbroad. The same ·end, that is, · pr.ote·ction 
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1 of the. defendant's rights to obtain a fair trial could be 
2 achieved with a much more narrow·ly drawn sta:tute. Not one 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
which just maybe requires disclosure upon the mere whim, if 
need be, of the defendant. 
Finally, I'd just like to draw your attention to 
one area that is newly developing in this whole fair trial/ 
free press forum, and that is the' sealing of. transcripts 
seems to be the latest area that seems to be lit~gated, and 
9 one defendants are interested in. The recent case of Darlin 
10 JUne Cromer· vs·. : s:up:erior· Co'Urt, which is a case ·out of 
11 Alameda County, in which the ·defendant moved to seal the 
12 transcripts of her preliminary hearing, which was being 
13 closed· to the public. That was a publishe:d decision by the 
14 
is 
HS 
17 
18 
19 
10 
11 
11 
13 
14 
15 
Court of Appeal in whi.ch they reversed the trial court which 
.denied the sealing of the transcript on the 'basis that ·there 
was a reasonable probability of the contents ·of a portion of 
tho.se transcripts would cause prej'udice to the defendant. 
Basically, again I would just like to, havi~g 
somewhat, or hopefully described for you the _general tenor 
of. the fair trial/free ·press con·flicts as it is pres.ently, 
I would like to make a few suggest·ion·s : Numb-er one,· of 
course, that there be some legislative change of Section 
868 r and number two, that the·re be a promulgation of local 
rules of court as the federal courts are ·doing, that would 
give guidelines to both the courts themselves and to the 
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1 media as to what would be the appropriate standard in a 
2 particular. case, ' .. and .the appropriate. remedy in a particular 
3 case. And the s~gges'tion of rules of cou·rt, as oppo.sed to 
4 s·ome· .so·rt of statute :dealing with .this,. is we feel a better 
5 solution, because ·it .pe·rmi ts· more intercha~ge and a more 
6 f .lex.ible syst'eni of movi~g these ·guidelines. -and these rules 
7 as the ·need arises .. 
8 CHAI~mN McVITTIE: How many counties have adapted 
9 those: ·new rules of: cour.t ?· 
10 MS. EPSTEIN: I· am aware ·of the federal system. I 
11 don'· t know that .th:ere ·are 'loc:al rules of court, except for 
12 c·ameras in the courtroom in ·california. The vast majority 
U of . . federal: districts :do have 'local rules. ·of court in dealing 
14 with 'many of these issue,s, G~·g orders, courtr.oom closures, 
15 et .cet.e·ra. And in ·fact, 'I .think there 'is -a judicial council 
16 for the :federal ju;dici:ary :that is just now. promulgating 
17 those_ .guidelines· for. the· local rules: of cour-t, · and I believe 
18 in tho.s.e· -- that the judiciary, they just -- in fac·t, 
19 September. 25th the·y just met to .adopt or approv.e them, and I 
10 don't know what the outcome was. 
11 CHAIRMAN McVI.TTIE: .Let me ask Judge Fretz. Have 
21 the'y adopted tho.se local rules in many co.un.ties? 
11 
14 
15 
JUDGE FREII'Z.:· No. As a matter of ·fac·t, there is 
a. great deal of· discour~gement from the· state level, the 
Administ·rative Office of .Courts and Judicial Council,~gainst 
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1 the adoption of local rules. But the thought is that it 
2 needs to be done on a case-.hy-case· basis, rather: than on a 
3 rules basis, bec.ause ·when you use a rule, it may be 
4 appl.icable ·to a situation tha"t can't meet the standard. 
5 
' 
MS. EPSTEIN: You mean by court order --
JUDGE FRETZ: It may not· apply to juvenile· 
7 situations or to some kinds ·of situations, but certainly 
70 
8 the adoption of a flat rule, for example,· that in all. cases 
9 where .there is a reques·t for, or some kind of publicity, 
10 there ·shall automatically be an order·. It puts into effect 
11 far· more orders than would .ever be issued on a case:-by-case 
11 basis. · 
u MS. EPSTEIN: Again, I have no in terms of that, 
14 in te'rms of the federal ·system: of what the. effect :of 
15 instituting thOse· local rules. 
1CS I think the other important area that· Judge ·Fretz 
17 discussed and thab ·is volunt·ary ~gre·ements have "been very 
18 successful. And we ·would strongly e·n:courage ·those·,· and 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
25 
urge them, because that seems to be ·a method by which there 
has :bee·n a lot ·of success without res:orts to fur·ther 
litigation. 
Finally, I would just like to remind you that in 
the Nebraska Press Association case, the ·court itself 
stated that pretrial publ.icity, even pervasive, adverse 
publicity does not necessarily, or inevitably lead to· an 
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1 unfair trial. And there are· many, many devices in our 
2 system for the 'protection of. the defendant·, and I think the 
3 p.ubli·c' s r~ght to know needs -and is . des'erving of equally 
4 adequa-te protection. 
5 
6 
7 
CHAIRMAN :McVITTIE: .Thank you very much. 
MR. ULLMAN: ·Can I .ask just one question? 
Is there .any concern you have noted on the part of 
8 the~ press over the issue of fairness? And that is, that the 
9 information comi~g out ·from the 'date of arr.est all the way 
10 up ,to the time 'the pros.e:cuti·on closes its case, which can 
11 be anywhere from· maybe two· months to a couple of years, it 
12 is "He •·s . guilty, : He's. gui·l ty, He's guilty .• " There ' 's never 
U any information c·oming in, ·showing the def.ense :point of 
14 v .iew. The only time y:ou ever see something on tel.evision 
15 as to .the de.fense· point of view .are television -cameras and 
16 microphones ·stuck into the attorney's comi~g out of the 
17 courtroom, and aski~g him, "What is .your. statement?" And 
18 he. says, "No commenb." 
19 It seems .to be an aura of guilt every time there 
20 is something pr.inted about a ·particular case up until the 
2 1 de.fen'dant puts on his defense. Is there ·any .concern on the 
22 part ·of the media or the .rep:or.ters, et cet:era ,. that it does 
21 
24 
25 
create an ·atmosphere,' at ·le·ast· in the public, tha't this 
person is guilty, .and there is .nothi~g to counter that 
every ·time there is something printed? 
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MS. EPSTEIN: Nell, I think journalists, for the 
most· part, have a great concern for the :fairness of a 
particular -- that fairness be done to a particular 
individual, and I think that just in terms ·of their own 
ethical code, try to give as balanced a story as they 
possibly can. Not to say that there aren't exceptions to 
the rule where journalists just run crazy with a particular 
case, but in the great, great majority of instances, I think 
they try to . give a balanced picture. 
Now whether that means that if that entails 
independent research or investigations into other factors that 
have not been pres·epted by, you know, at ·trial, in the 
pretrial proceeding~ I think to a ce~tain extent, there is 
14 an effort made to develop that side. But the result of it 
15 is, of. course, that· they are reflec.ting the· story as it is 
16 
17 
18 
19 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
unfolding. And if in ·fact only the pros.ecution has 
presented its side of the story, that is the· posture that 
the ·case is in. And you know, there is only so much that a 
reporter can do. 
But ·I'll say· that in my own personal experience in 
talking to judges who have been involved with voir dire of 
jurors, and in cases of extreme prejudice -- extreme 
publicity, excuse me, that very few jurors actually even 
unfortunately, less read the ·papers than we would like, and 
those that do have very little recall for the facts that 
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1 have been pre.sented in the paper. Tha-t is true in the 
2 Moore 'Brothers cas.e. That was a case of 60 .felonies: of 
3 every possible kind had been -- the·y had been cha~ged with. 
4 And when it came "time to. examining the jurors, very few 
5 c ·ould remerriber what they. had read about .the' case. And I 
6 think that's the reality of it more than what people tend to 
7 think. And that' s ·" Oh, they remember everything the·y read 
8 in the paperS II 1 they don It • tve WiSh they W.OUld o 
9 CHAIRMAN :McVITTIE: Thank you very much for your 
10 presentation. 
II I'm goi~g to take a witness ·out of order. Cliff 
12 Thompson,- ·from the Att·orhey General's Office has another 
U e~g~g·ement, and Cliff has cha~ged is priority., and he agrees 
14 to be. very br'ief. 
15 MR. THOMPSON; Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I won't 
16 abuse 'the 'privil~g.e.· I will be very brief. 
17 Generally s.peak-i~g, the· Attorne·y .General is opposed 
18 to. ·secrecy in criminal· procedures. He favors o.peri courtrooms, 
19 he disfavor·s prior restraints, not because he discounts the 
20 ri9ht of the defendant to a fair trial, but because he 
21 rec"o.gnizes that when free· s.peech is suppress·ed, everybody is 
22 a los.er.. And the alt·ernati.ve· means ·are les:s attr.active and 
23 g~g· orders, protec"tive orders, restrictive orders, or the 
24 
25 
t ·erin of your choic.e •· But what should the L~·gisl-ature, if 
anything, do about it? And I .think 'the. answer is there's 
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1 very little you can do. And there are four reasons for 
2 that. · The first· is what's ·invol.ved here is an acconunodation 
3 of competing federal constitutional rights. No state, 
4 through its Legislature, or Judicial, or any other branch 
5 of government can infringe on an defendant's 'Sixth 
6 Amendment right to a fair trial, or on the public's First 
7 Amendment right to know. So ultimately,. the responsibility 
8 lies to the ·federal judiciary. 
9 Secondly, . this· acconunodation has to be :achieved in 
10 every instance under the. uniq.ue circumstances ·of· a case. It 
11 requires an ad hoc determination, which is inherently 
IZ judicial, not a legislative function. 
13 Thirdly, the standard for imposing . g~g orders have 
14 only been roughly limited by the Supreme ·court. All we know 
15 is it requires a balancing of competing interests. You can 
16 look in vain at ·the 'Richmond· Newspapers Association· to find 
17 out what the tes·t '\'laS for closing a courtroan. It doesn't tell 
18 you. tie don't know ·for sure whether an order directed 
19 toward. trial participants requires a clear and. present 
20 danger, or merely a reasonable likelihood. Ne don't even 
21 know whether the same test applied to the pro.secution and 
22 gover'nment officials in that situation, applies to the 
21 defendant. Ne don't know exactly what the test is for 
14 
15 
restraining the press, and I want to suggest that it's been 
said here that there's never been a clear and present danger 
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1 found. That's not true. There is a: case called Hamilton 
2 a·nd ·the Municil?a·l Co'urt ,·. a ·case ·.in this .st-ate, It was a 
3 g~g order direc'ted to the defendants, · and the. court applied 
4 the :clear and pres.ent danger .test and found it ·satisfied, 
5 and upheld the order, And the· way the.y qid was ther.e ·are 
6 two: clear and present danger tes·ts. The old Shank Whitney 
7 eminent, immediate peril notion. If you had to show that, 
8 you· probably never could in a g~g order case. · So they 
9 resorted to 'the balancing fo·rmat of Dennis ag:ainst 'the 
10 un·iite'd' st·a:tes·, whether or not the gravity. of the· evil is 
11 discounted by its probability justifies. the restriction. If 
12 you do .that, you·. give eno:rmous power to a ju~ge :to .do what 
13 he wants. And these black and white dist~ctions we have 
14 be.eri he'aring abo:ut be·tween :reasonable 'likelihood and clear 
15 and pres·ent danger b~gin to evaporate. And I draw the 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
25 
cominittee •·s ·attent-ion ~the :fact that the ·cle-ar and present 
danger tes·t used in Nebraska Press Association· is the one 
I :just· described, the balanci~g test. · So that ·battte 'isn't 
over yet. so you enact a bill that says what the ·standard 
is, you don't know whether you are . going to. gues·s right or 
wr·ong. 
Finally, as wi:th ·any res·traint on ·First ·Amendment 
freedoms, if an order is. cons·titutional, it has to be 'drawn 
as narrow-ly as possible to meet the exi·gent ci:rcumstances 
which 'justify its exi:st·ence .·. You can't tell -- I don't see 
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1 how a legislature can tell a court who, what, or when as 
2 far· as gag orders are concerned. 
3 On the other hand, it's also the Attorney General's 
4 view that gathering and disseminating information are ·really 
5 two _sides of the First Amendment coin. And we think that 
6 the L~gislature could do something here, we think you ought 
7 to repeal Penal Code Section 86.8. I think it's probably 
8 unconstitutional, and it's bad social poLicy. There' .s been 
9 a discussion already here about the right of access, held to 
10 exist First Amendment r~ght in -Richmond News·pape·r •agains-t 
11 Virginia. I don't know how far that case is going to _ go. 
1.2 t·Je can only speculate 1 but it 1 s worth knowi~g that :in his 
13 concurring opinion,· Just-ice Stevens begins: 
14 "This is a water.shed case, and it · 
15 may be' a blockbuster. Not only for this 1 
16 but for all . go.ver'nment. '1 
17 t·7e don't know where this will lead, but we can guess it's 
18 going to at least to pretrial suppression motions, because 
19 the ~otes are already there. They're in, count ±hem up, 
20 four votes plus the dissent, plus Powell concurri~g. We 
21 know it applies to pretrial suppression motions. 
12 In California,_ the preliminary hearing, you have by 
2J statutue a right to. suppress .evidence. So it .see-ms ·from 
24 that it would follow :that :that's a First Amendment right of 
25 access, which is abridged by· 868. But beyond that 868 is 
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1 just plain bad policy. There's a compelling public interest~ 
2 Four .justices ·of the. ·united States Supreme Court think it 
3 rise·s. to a publ.ic r~ght :to a public trial, .separate and 
4 
\ 
apar-t ·from the individual's r~ght. But .that compelli~g 
5 public interest, be'cause o.pen court proc.eedings discour~ge 
6 mi:sconduct on the ·part of the participants, perj u_ry, and 
7 partiality on the part of the prosecutor or the. judge. Open 
8 proceedings ·encour~ge imp-artial performance of duties and 
9 educate the public, ·and in some ·cases, have even an effect 
10 on :the community. Wheri you c.ons.ider how few cases. ever get 
11 to trial, ·and how many_ go .out at the preliminary st~ge, I 
12 think it becomes evident :that :that's a cr.i tical stage for 
U the administration of. crimina·l justice in -this state. 
14 If a public pros.ecutor accuses a defendan-t of a 
15 ·cr
1
ime upon insuffic.ient evidence, the people ought to know 
16 about it. And on ·the other hand, if cases :get thrown out 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
be'c'ause ·of suppression· of inadmiss·ibl·e evidence against the 
exclusionary rule,- people :ought to know about that·, too. 
They. have-- a right :to know. :what- the price .of the rule is. And 
they also, by the :same .toke·n, ought to know. if officials in 
the gov.er'nment, whether it •·s the police or ju~ges or 
m~gistrates, or whatever, are acti~g unconsti:tutionally so 
as to subvert the. criminal justice system. 
You ·have ·heard what can happen. We are ·talking 
about :closed courtrooms and restrictive orders as if they 
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1 exist separate .and apart. The tendency is that's not true. 
2 And the Butte ·county. case is a_ good example .of that. You 
3 have a closed preliminary hearing and closed suppression 
4 hearing and a gag order,· and a disposition which hardly 
5 inspires confidence up and down this state. The difficulty 
6 is that closed courts and gag orders seem to go hand in 
7 hand. 
8 I agree with the 'previous witness that you won't 
9 justify' 868 on the grounds that the public will get :the 
10 t -ranscript sooner or later,. because you can't tell the 
II demeanor, and there is limited ac.cess. As a matter of fact, 
12 back in 1927, Jeremy Benson in his rationale of evidence: 
U "Without- publicity, all other 
14 checks are insufficient. Recordation 
15 of app'eal would be found to operate 
16 as clOaks r~ther than checks." 
17 Now today, the difference between his.tory and news 
18 may be a matter of. hours. Thes·e words of Benson·• s are far 
19 more true than when he wrote them. 
10 Whatever the test· is for closing a courtroom, 
11 closing a preliminary examination, and it is certainly less 
12 sensitive -- or more .sensitive to the defendant's rights, 
21 and .less sensitive to .the' public's r~ghts in restraining the 
24 press or. closing the trial. It appears to be a reasonable, 
15 or substantial likelihood, whatever that means. But it's 
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1 also c.le-ar from the cases that ·that ·test is suffic.ieritly 
2 sensitive 'to the· individualt-s ·rights. of a ·fair trial. But 
3 it's not necess-ary to eriact a blanket prohibition which 
4 allows him in every case 'to close ·a prel'iminary hearing 
5 upon no showing of necessity whatsoever. We 'think that 868 
6 should be repealed, we think it can be done so without 
7 jeopardizing the r~ghts of a fair trial. We don't think it 
8 ·can be retained without running the risk that pub~ic 
9 o·ff.icials will not· properly .pe-rform the'ir duties. And I 
10 think the· bottom· line is that some light. is still. the best 
11 disinfectant. 
12 Thank ·you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
25 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Thank you very much. 
MR. McCHESNEY; One question. The question I asked 
of the woman from the Reporters' Committee, whether the A.G. 
or the prosecuting side would have problems with the press 
·ha'vi~g standing at the ·trial court on gag or.ders without 
.the :publ.ic havi~g some ·system to inte·rvene. 
MR. THOMPSON: Let me answer that this way, if I 
may: The Attorney Gene·ral is aware of 3436. He has not 
formulated a final position on it ·for a couple of reasons. 
Apart ·from the nature of the problem that it is conflicti~g 
rights of the sens-itive ·nature, we don't ha·ve ·any 
experience with this kind of statute in this state, and we 
don't kriow of anybody els·e who has. And we ·are not even 
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1 certain whether at this point, whether it would induce 
2 judges to enter gag orde-rs, or. not to enter them. 
3 There was a gentl.eman here yesterday that su9gested 
4 magistrates don't pay much attention to warrants, because 
5 they know they. can just huck it up the line. I was 
6 wondering if that phenomenon that exists there would exist 
7 here. 
8 The rest of my answer, I suppose, is that as of now 
9 there 'is no right of intervention. There is an out-of-state 
10 case which holds that. We would he concerned with 
11 disrupting the trial, trial- pr.oceedi~g i ts~lf, particularly 
12 as opposed to a col.late·ral pro.ceeding. But I am wondering 
13 if that question ought to he better put to a defens~ counsel 
14 who presumably would be more inclined to a!gue speedy trial, 
15 theri a prose·cutor.. I mean, all we have to .lose is the 
16 convictions. We have real reservations .about· disrupting the 
n· proceeding, and with the consequen·t possible denial of 
18 speedy trial, and the .consequences for.' both the defendant 
19 and for a valid prosecution. But where I come out·, I don't 
20 know right now. 
21 CHAIID-1AN McVI·TTIE: Next we have Michael McClure. 
22 Is Michael McClure here? 
23 All right. We have three remaining witnesses·. Next 
24 we have Fred Herro fr·om the Public Defenders' Association. 
25 r.m. HERRO: I guess essentially what I would like 
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I to .talk about just a brief amount of tine is the .perspective 
2 fr·om what I be'li·eve :is. c·olninon. sense ·of the defense attorneys 
3 especially defense :att·orneys· .and publ.ic def.en.ders' office. 
4 I think 'it's ·essential to beg.in by stati~g that as 
5 Ju~ge ·Fre.tz said, .you have· to draw a distincti.on between 
6 this notion of a. g~<J order and the other types of orders 
1 that the· court ·.can .·use· in cases. dealing with publ.icity. I 
8 have never as~ed for. what· I believe to be· a _ g~g order. If 
9 that means tha't :the judge 'te:Il·s the media what they. can or 
10 cannot print what· they ·have, I have ne.ver asked for one, for 
II a: couple 'of reas.ons, 
12 I have always tho'.~ght it was big-t'ime lawyers from 
U San Francisco .and ho't ·cases: that did that,- and I had no 
14 business· doing. And s:econdly, just· struck :somethi~g wrong 
15 . 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
in· my still-beati~g-l.ibeX::al he·art that :you can't .res.trict 
anybody fr·om s·ay.ing .anything the·y wanted to say. 
My on'ly concern in this who'~e area. is ·a que·stion of 
a protection of· my cl.ierit·' s r~ghts .to a fair trial. It 
se'ems to me that wheri ·you talk ·about ·the· public's right to 
know, you are talking about an attendant to the First 
Amendment. Certainly, it is not. an expressed right of the 
First Amendment, . but I think 'it's a reasonable .inference 
that s:uch a right ·exists. 
T.he ·question· really is not whether that· r~ght 
exists ·iri my· mind, .the ·question is what are the 'par·ameters? 
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1 Is it :the public's r~ght .to know eve-rything immediately 
2 without question? The thing that bothers me most of all, 
3 and the irony of it, was it cropped up this morning, is an 
4 overwhelming desire for the press to print as soon as they 
5 can the fact the defendant has confess.ed to a crime.· I had 
6 a case myself which is still pending, in which that was an 
7 issue. But I se~ it's not put to rest. At least in this 
8 community. (I practice here in Monterey County.) Because 
9 in ,yesterday· afternooh 1' s paper is an article concerni~g two 
10 young men who were arrested Sunday in ?- robbery-killing in 
II Salinas. And about- three-f.ourths of the article is of 
12 questions and answers of the police,· and one of. the suspects 
U in which he not only confesse·s, but implicates the other 
14 victim. Now it' .s beyond· me what the necessity is of such 
15 an instant recording of that confession. ~gain, I am not 
1C5 goi.~g to a judge in my county suggesting that the press not 
. 17 print this any further. They have, and I think they have a 
18 right to print it. But .it disturbes me .that we 'somehow 
19 confuse ·as public's r~ght to know .as accepti~g it as a right 
10 without considering whether any possible -limitations ·or 
11 restrictions might .exist. 
J 
12 It seems· to me .that :the public's right to know, if 
1J s·omewhat delayed, or somewhat .conditioned, m~ght have a 
14 saluto·ry effect on that- right. It is hard for me to. define 
15 that ·as clearly, perhaps, as a representative of the press 
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I can do s.o. But I know 'very well what happens to a 
2 de.fendant IS ·right tO a fair ·trial in thiS ·type of: publiCity • 
3 I · know very wel~ what happens. He is denied the right to 
4 a fair trial, essentially. 
5 l-iR •. ULLMAN: Could I ask a ques.t-ion on that? 
6 Because Ms. · Eps.t ·ein 'sa:id she :feels there is no way that 
1 it •·s really goi~g to aff.ect the r~ght to a fair trial, that 
8 you will· find· an impartial jur.y. And I think --
' 
MR. HERRO: I don't know how many jurors she's 
10 ques'.tioned in criminal ·cases with a great deal ·of' publicity, 
II but· .I have gone thro~gh ·several h\indred. I have had the 
12 experience ·of representi~g over a period of: two: years a 
U yo~g man charged wi·th a ,se·ries of murder.s. · And it was 
14 . grow:i~g out ·of what was be'li:eved to be . :ga~g -- prison gang 
15 activity, and iec'ei.ved a g.reat deal of p.ubl.ici ty. I went 
16 ·through two jury voir . dires, ·each ·lasting· about .six weeks, 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
and ·talked to hundreds of people. And to· say that people 
are. ·not affecte:d by p.ubli-ci.ty, I thi'nk is just hiding yqur 
head in the 'sand. I 'have heard just ric;liculous ·thi~gs 
fr'om jurors, because I .hones'tly believe they dontt want to 
be· infected, and they. certainly don't waht to .let you know 
they are infected. But I ha've heard -- the ·one situation 
that sticks out in my mind most of all, was a woman who was 
telling me 'that yes, she had read all the articles· in the 
paper concerning this alle·ged. ga~g and my client's 
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I activities within the gang, but she felt she could put it 
.Z aside ; 
3 I said, ·II How are ·you going· to do that-?" 
4 And she said, "I'm just going to put it in one 
5 side· of my brain. 11 And she quite physi·cally did what I am 
6 doing now, she compartmentalized her brain, and I think she 
7 believed she could really do .that, there was some sort of 
8 phenomenal ability that would allow her to store things in 
9 separate parts of· her brain and ignore them. It has an 
10 overwhe'lming af.fect, and I think that the attempt to a 
11 cu:ra.ti ve sort ·of approach. by questioning jurors ad nauseum 
12 as to. how they ·are affected is really counterproductive ; It 
U has a .tendency to taint other juror.s who may not have 
14 received the information, and it simply is an overwhelming 
15 as:pect of selection of a ju.ry .. and selecting a fair and 
Ui i:Mp-artial jury, and I simply can't agree it has no effect. 
17 The int-eresting· thing to me, and I thought about i 
18 as "I listened to some· of the other speakers, the notion is 
19 is there certainly can be "information which ·is 
10 disseminated dur.ing the course of a trial which can _ get to 
11 prospective jurors. But that there se·erris to be nothing 
12 that can really be done because of the necessity of making 
11 this right for the public to know. But you know, the 
14 courts have the inherent power to protect the jurors and 
15 prospective jurors fro.m what they can hear. And I will givE 
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1 you an example that I don'· t think anybody can really argue 
2 with. ·. It's not unus·ual that before ·a complex trial, that 
3 ther·e 'is often days and perhaps \-~s of pretrial motions 
4 .concerning the ·admissibility ·of evidence. It is· an 
5 encouraged sort of thing, because it's the tho~ght that we 
6 will get as many of these foundational questions out of the 
7 way before we have to submit matters to the jury. Before 
8 we have to take up the juror.s' time to consi.der them. 
9 Also, the notion ·is that there are many matters 
10 which ·simply aren't . goi~g to_ get to that jury, the trier of 
11 fact that needed to be resol.ved firs.t. Well I doubt if 
12 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
anybody would suggest .that if you are in ·the .course· of 
pretrial motions ·a week or :two. before trial, that if you 
look· back and realize that ~uddenly the. entire jury that 
has been hired for the month has wandered into .the 
courtroom and is sitting there, that- the 'ju~ge would have 
the inherent right to. ask them to lea·ve, to: .r ·emain until 
18 the'y are called as· p.ros.pec'tive jurors. It seems· .co1nrnon 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
sens-e that the- ju~ge would have that inherent power to 
protect those jurors ·fr·om i!lformation :they may never 
receive, so they may only j u~ge .those· acts which are goi~g 
to be ·presented to them. · It seems to me when we are 
talking about the court doing something to prevent the 
diss'emination of information before a trial, all we ·are 
really talking is an extension of that inherent right that 
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1 I think the ·c·ourt has~ and I think it's a logical and 
2 reasonable sort of thing to do. ·I have no .other· interest 
3 in -- and I bel'ieve it's really the'. consensus ·of the 
4 defense atto·rneys I know, have no other interest ·except to 
5 assure whenever possible ~ ·fair and impartial jury. I have 
6 no interest· than simp·ly hav:ing the information restricted 
1 as to its dissemination for the protection of the reputatio 
8 of my client. That is certainly an interest, but· I don't 
9 think this is the proper tool to use. l-1y only inter·est is 
10 that I want 12 - i~partial jurors down the. line, anq I'm not 
11 getting it with thi~ s·ort of overwhelmi~g publicity which 
1.2 can attend to· the' case·s that .seem to draw the inte·rest. 
U The· case that I •m involved in right now is a point 
14 in fact, : be·cause ·a question was (;!.sked concerning the press' 
15 inte·rventi'on in a case~· That's a very real prob.lem, 
16 especially to publ'ic defenders, people who are working on 
17 limited budgets with limited time. I s'imply do not wish -to 
18 
19 
20 
21 
devo.te a great deal of my· time, as I have to a case that I 
dealing with now, · to defendi~g what I believe to be my 
client's rights .in the matter against a high~priced law 
firm from ~ontgomery Street. 
It turns out, by irony or bY: consequence, that the 
23 publisher of the paper· in Salinas is Gene.tt Publishing. 
24 They stated after Genett V's. DePasquale that they would 
25 spare no expense to challenge any attempts to restrict the 
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1 dissemination of information froni cr·iminal trials, and they 
2 were 'true to the·ir words. I spent the better part of two 
3 months, what I considered to be a crucial part, or time in 
4 my case,· preparing extensive '\~rits and' memorandums, and 
. ' 
5 this is just an example, the brief that I have, trying to 
6 prevent the disclo'Sure of a preliminary hearing which 
7 contained a confessi·on. The .press·, through this particular 
8 newspaper, felt ·no compassion whatsoever to extendi~g 
9 whatever was necessary to .challenge me at every turn. And 
10 to do so very forcefully, and with all the resources they 
11 could mus.ter which were ·grea't compared with mine. 
12 Meanwhile, the district attorney sat the.re, no 
u position, which 'has stuck in my craw. But that's another 
14 issue.: The ~oint is I just ~an 1 t, as a defense attorney, 
15 \'d.:thout a client who happens to be a Texas oil millionaire 
16 w:i th $20 million to spend on his defense·, I can't do that. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
I. can't meet ·that sort of cha-Llenge. But I fee.l the 
nec.ess:i ty to: protect my client in that way. And I think 
it 1 s something that ha·s ·to be ·addressed. It's s·omething 
tha't ha·s to be cons ider.ed. 
What irks me most· of all, then, after all is said 
and done, and I really --- I do think -- I say this with a 
bit ·of hes-itancy, but :again, knowing that I don 1 t ha·ve 
hO:pefully no political ·career in the· future, so I' 1m not 
particula-rly concerned about the press·' .response. I think 
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I the press is totally irresponsible in .reporting. criminal 
2 cases. An irrespons-ibility .in the sense of not· an attempt 
I 
3. to harm, but just an irresponsibility in really under-
4 standing what's going on, or caring about what's going on. 
5 Maybe this is because of my· limited exper.ience in this area 
6 and this particular newspaper, but an example of this is 
7 that in the midst of my getting into this capital- case that 
8 I have been talking about, I went through the normal 
9 procedure of going to an arraignment with my client ·in the 
10 Municipal court, which es.sential·ly was his first appearance. 
11 And the only thing we 'had in mind was to set a preliminary 
12 hearing date, and to go from there. 
U Well, ·as is the custom, the jud~e informed my 
14 :client of the -nature of the .cha-rges against· .in the- ·crime, 
15 and asked him what his plea was. And we indicated it would 
Ui be a plea of "not :guilty", and we ·would ask the ·matter set 
17 for pr-eliminary hearing. v7ell, the repor.ter that was 
18 ass-igned to cover the case by the local ne-wspaper. called me 
19 the next ·day and in all sinc;:erity asked me how is it that 
20 my. client could have entered a plea of. not guilty whe'n the 
21 police had already .relea.sed the information that he had 
22 confessed? I was ·flabbe! gasted. Something that basic, 
23 something that I would assume any reporter who is going to 
24 hold himself out as- a court reporter, as a reporte·r who 
25 covers court rnatt·ers, would have to know. And yet,. she was 
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1 absolutely naive about :that. And so, when I hear· all the 
2 wails ·of .the. zealou·s pres·s trying to protect the 'p.ublic 1 s 
3 r~ght to know, I am somewhat ·taken aback by. the W!J.Y they 
4 approach it. · 
5 
6 
7 
I have .ano·the·r example of a case whi.ch this is 
8 
an example of the nature, I .gue-ss, of prep.ari~g newspapers. 
A case in which ·a witnes·s te·st·ified .l:n the morning at a 
preliminary hearing and said several damaging thi~gs about 
9 my client. We 'took the noon recess· at the end ·of. the direct 
10 examination,. and I commenced my cros.s-examination in the 
11 afternoon. And I am nC?t .hol.ding this out as any particular 
11 defense tactic on my ·part or· clever cross-examina-ti·on, it 
13 j.ust lent itself to the· situation in which ·af.ter. cross-
14 examination the witness· on the stand repudiated' many of the 
15 things he said in the' morning· .• 
16 'Nell, papers . have their deadlines. The deadline 
17 was ·el.even o 1 clock, ·so .what. got in the paper was an 
extensive review .of .the·. dir.ec .. t ex·amination, and not one wore 
19 that anything ·had been done after that. And when I called 
18 
zo 
Z1 
ZJ 
Z4 
Z5 
the reporter and said, "You know, there wa·s cross-:examina-
tion.·" 
She said, "'/Jell·, my editor said that 1 s all we can 
give to it now. tie wi.ll have to wait for the trial." 
So !' 1 m just .not· impressed by the pres's from my 
owh pe·rsonal· experiences. And I just don·1·t buy this notion 
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1 that they are _ going to beat their chest and protect the 
2 public's right to know at every turn. I think what it lead 
3 to is some self-serving editorials about what gallant 
4 protec.to.rs of the First Amendment they may be, but I think 
5 in practice it willfully lacks. This particular case I am 
6 ·talking about actually has been changed -- has. had a change 
7 of venue to Alameda Count-y from Salinas, a distance of some 
8 hundred miles. · \'1e have had about four or five hearings in 
9 Alameda County. The .local press has not cov.er.ed the 
10 hearings. Their coverage ·of. the hearings ·is ·to call me to 
II ask me what happened. And when I simply refuse to talk to 
12 them about it out of utter discontent, they call the 
13 district attorney and find out what happened. So there 
14 again, that notion that they' are going to be out ·there 
15 protecting the publ.ic' s· right .to know is probably -somewhat 
16 limited if it's within the radius, perhaps, of 10 or 15 
17 miles of the ·press room, but that's about as far as they 
18 are going to.go. So T'm not impressed, quite frankly. 
19 Now that I've vented my spleen, I think that's 
20 about· all I have in sort of a general sense. 
21 As far as .any l~gislation is concerned, I don't 
22 think that's ·a need for legisl-ation, because quite frankly 
21 I am satisfied that .the: court ·has inherent powers under 
24 868, under case law of Genett vs . : De'P-asqua·le. Under case 
25 law in California as recent as a couple of weeks ago, the 
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1 Corona case, .in which the: ·courts said .that the ·preliminary 
2 hearing transcr-ipt could r ·eniain sealed under the Allegrizzo 
3 case,· another California Appellate 'case .dealing with 
4 closed hea·rings, pretrial matt:ers s .uch as suppress·ion of 
5 evidence. I think that there ·are inherent powers of the 
6 court,·. and I think: the·y· belong within a judicial framework • . 
7 '!'he .court is us.ed to dealing \-lith resolving thi~gs which 
8 deal with the· direction in the proces·s within the. court, 
9 and I think ·that "·s ·exact·ly wh.:i't we are talki~g about, we 
10 are talking about the: court using that inherent .power to 
11 protect prospec.tive: jurors from being influenced by 
12 somethi~g outside· of· that ·courtroom. I think they have 
U that powe·r, and the need .for legislation simply doesn't 
14 exist. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
21 
24 
25 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Thank you very much, Mr. Herro. 
Next we have· Judy Allen from the. State ·Public 
Defenders' Office·, and after Judy Allen, we will have Judge 
Gordon Campbell·, who .is from a local Superior Court. 
MS. ALLEN: Thank you. Again, I find myself in 
.the position of having hea'rd somebody else say a . grea·t deal 
of what I wanted to say. So I won't repeat it. But there 
are a couple 'point·s that .I wo·uld really like to make. 
And one, t ·hat .it is the· position of this ~ffice, 
of.' the st·ate 'Publ:ic' Defenders I Office that it is ·the 
defendant's rights ·that are paramount in a trial, for which 
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I he or she is going to lose life, liberty, and in all 
2 probability reputation. And that it is only r~ght and fair 
3 that the defendant have the ·control of what is _ going to 
4 happen in that trial. 
5 And both the U.S. Supreme Court ·in the DePasquale 
6 case, Genett-DePasquale, and recently in the Cor.ona case, 
7 and in PC 868; ·has . given the 'defendant the right to control 
8 at least in pretrial proceedings, the access that the press 
9 has to his case. 
10 And I have heard ·all -day, or all afternoon about 
11 the difficulty that any defendant is going to: have when the 
12 press covers a suppress.ion hear·ing, or a confession hearing 
13 and evidence is suppressed, or· confession is suppress·ed, or 
14 competency to stand trial, or some other mental problems 
15 are at issue in the~e pretrial proceedings, and then 
16 reporte(i to the press.. And if he wishe·s, it's. certainly 
17 our position that· he should still continue to have the 
18 right to close such ptoce.edings. 
19 One area that ·has not been addressed in this 
20 heari~g, is the fact that it's not unusual for the 
21 prosecution to seek gag orders. And not· infrequently, the 
22 prosecution has very clear reasons for seeking such gag 
23 orders, which is to cover up government malfeasance, and I 
24 would like to direct you to a case as recently as the Delia 
25 case, as an example. And I think ·the defendant holding the 
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1 concurrent r~ght- to inv;ite .the· ·pres·s in ·and to. ove·rride any 
2 prose·C:ution ·request·s for: a . g~g order when it is ·to hi·s 
3 benefit, if he wishes, to have the press there. And I go 
4 hack to the Delia case where .the defense was finally able 
5 to put together the. facts to show that the ·police had in 
C5 fact' .perjured themselves· ·incredibly, and they finally had 
7 the witness, who was the :captain of the pol.ice force in 
8 Mont·erey, to ~gree: that .that in fact had ·happened. And in 
9 that particular ·case·,: obviously having the press :there was 
10 cri t "ical to .the· "defense. And .to ·have given the pros.ecution 
11 its requested gag or.der would ·have been ~gain a mi.scarri~ge 
12 of justice. 
U And so, if there is any legislation that should 
14 .c ·ome out of these· heari~gs , · I think it is absolutely 
15 cr.l tical that wha·t ·happens when prosecuto·rs ask for . gag 
16 orders, should be clearly addressed with ·.the question in 
17 mind that it is the defendant's rights to a fair trial. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
.z.z 
21 
24 
25 
MR. McCHESNEY: Is it my understanding that · 868 
does in f.act-. give the .defense the authority to .request a 
g~g order, ·or restrictive order, and the judge is ·basically 
obligated to give it to. either side? 
MS • ALLEN: 8 6 8· allows the de fend ant on the ·whim, 
if you will, for whatever reason, to close the prelimina·ry 
hearing. And somet'imes at preliminary heari~gs there will 
be: concurrent heari~gs on suppression motions· and 
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I occasionally, confession motions, although that's a wholly 
2 different Pe·nal Code sectio.n. But the pros.ec.ution, which 
3 was true in the Delia case, can also ask for gag orders and 
4 be granted them by the judge, ·although that is discretion. 
5 Again, you have 'heard all about the alternatives, 
6 none· of which are ·satisfactory, . particula·rly in p.retrail 
7 proc.eedings as judges· not having the f.act that a confession 
8 was suppressed, or ev.idence was suppres:s·ed, or that what 
9 happened at a preliminary hearing particularly, saying if 
10 a d·efendant was not held to an-swer, which is another 
11 problem that· again, nobody has· really talked about, is that 
12 if you are not held to answer·, and yet very damagi~g 
13 information has come out .in one way or another, 'I am not 
14 sure the public really has a right to know this. And I 
15 think it's our position that we don't see that any 
H5 legislation is really. necessary. 
17 If t:.he·re are any quest·ions? 
18. CHAIID-1.AN McV'ITTIE: Fine, thank you very much,· 
19 Judy. 
20 Next we have got Ju~ge Gordon Campbell. 
21 Judge, what county did you serve on.? 
JUDGE CAMPBELL: I served in Superior Court of 
23 California for this: county. And I might. ·say, Mr. Chairman, 
24 and those· who are assisting on either side, I have been 
25 reti.red for some time." I have, however, had a deep interes 
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in thi.s par-ticular subjedt .for a ·long time,. and I have kept 
abreast of it. I have issued orders of the type that are 
before you here today, and as a matte·r of ·fact, some of 
tho.se :orders were ·used in a Superior Court .in Los Angeles 
as· models in their workbook that are g.i ven to .. each of the 
ju~ges down there 'for copies that ·are needed. 
I think .that :the ·impact of the new.s media is 
e.lo:quently shown in this. hea·ril;'lg today, bec:ause throughout 
this hearing·, I hear the term used, and the only term used, 
~'gag orders." It 1 s ·the topic of this hearing·, it 1 s been 
used by lawyers, jud<Jes ,- and l~gislative rep.r:esentatives 
here,·. I. can assure you· that .the orders that I mCt.de did not 
read, -~·g~g orders," which indicates· somethi~g .that is very 
·bad. But they said, wnich 'indicates something. very good, is 
. ' . 
"·orders res·tricting· publicity to provide a fair trial." Anc 
that· was the only purpose, 
I think that .it ·should not be fo~got.ten as a basic 
p.r-op.os.ition, what ·are the· . .motivations ·of the ass.ociations 
or:. g.roups that appear. befor.e you here ·today? It should not 
be fo~gotten that the· news· media constitute-s a private 
business operated for a profit. If the news. media doesn't 
· make a profit, they _ go· bankrupt . . Courts. don·•t go bankrupt. 
Their only function is not to make a profit, but to 
administer justice. And that might .seem very obvious, but 
sometimes· we forget that aspect ·of thing-s. 
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1 ~fuat is the motivation before you of. whoe.ver 
2 appears before you? And I '·m goi~g off on a very slight 
3 tangent, because ·I have heard reference 'to cha~ges of_ venue, 
4 to .sequestration of jurors, reversed convictions, and the 
5 continuation of trial, if you happen to have some type of 
6 publicity. But when you have to do those things, that's 
7 eloquent evidence the ne\oTS media has so poisoned the 
8 atmosphere that you can't have a fair trial. And moreover, 
9 it has been touched on a little bit, the millions· and 
10 millions of dollars when you multiply these different tools 
11 thro~ghout the country to the taxpayers, is unbelievable. 
12 And I don't think that is ne-cessary, if you apply the 
U appropriate principles. 
14 Incidentally, I'm coming back to tha't shortly, I 
15 don't think you have a First Amendment proposition here at 
16 all- today. I don·' t think the . gag orders ·have anything to 
17 do with the First Amendment. I think too. often peop.le 
18 equate 'the First Amendment with the. physical news· media, 
19 and it's not t ·rue at al.l. · F.reedom of the press is a legal 
20 .ter·m, it l s not a journalistic term. You can find the 
21 cases of definitions found in Corpus Juris Sec.undum, in 
22 · that volume that deals with cons-titutional law, and 
2J specifically freedom of speech and freedom of pres.s. 
24 Incidentally, both mean the same thing, but differ.ent means 
25 of. conununication are used to convey them. Freedom of press 
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I mean-s :the· freedom of. expression. That freedom is conveyed 
2 by. fixed rep.res·eritati:on· :to· the. ·eyes. The.. .other has to .do, 
3 fr.ee"dom of· speech,· yoU: convey .information· by sound- or voice 
4 as the: ·ca·se ·may be. But they are otherwi:se both 'the same. 
5 So" ·freedom of the press· means freedom of. expression. It 
6 doe·s·n' t mean the· phys.ical· media. I pos.sess freedom of the · 
7 press every bit as much as the· New :York -T,imes-. · And so do 
8 book aut-hors and m~gaz.ine ·writers and publ.i ·ci ty ~gencies 
9 and advertising ~gencies·. Freedom of the· pres·s· is not the 
10 excl:usive 'pos.se·s's"ion of the news· media. We all possess it. 
11 The refer.ence. ·to· gag orders, which. I. call 
12 ,res'tr.ictive orders to pres'erve ·a fair trial, are meant to. 
U res-trict .the gathe-ring of· information. No .one has the 
14 right ·to .access to .information. There 'is no constitutional 
15 r~ght: of access to info·rmation in the constitution that the 
16 new.s: media pos.f?esses anymore :than you or I do. So tha't 
. 17 .a.sp.ec't could not· be 'emphas-i:zed too stro~gly. And I will 
18 .refer. a case, and I have ·seve·ral very shor.t case·s· tha't I 
19 wi'll· refer to,· and ,theri I will depart the ·scene.· 
20 :This is a ·case ·of Tribune Review p·ulili:shi'ng 
21 Co"mp·any" ·vs·.· Thomas, • 254 Fed.2.d.883 at p~ge 884," and it's 
22 
2J 
24 
25 
a· Pennsylvania case. 
"The .right of· fr.eedom of speech and 
press has never been -held to confer upon 
the pres's ,· a consti tuti:onally protec.ted 
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right of acces's to, or access of 
information available to others. 
nRealizing we are not. dealing 
with freedom of express·ion at all, 
but with rules having to do with 
gaining access to .info·rmation on· all 
matters of public interest, can it 
be argued that here there is some 
constitutional right for everybody 
not to be interfered in findi~g out 
things about .everybody else? This 
12 question of g~tting at what one wanbs 
13 to know, either to inform the 'public, 
14 or to satisfy one's individual 
15 curiosity, is a far cry from the type 
I 
16 of freedom of expression, comment, and 
17 criticism so .fully. protected by the 
18 First and Fourte·enth Amendments to the 
19 Consti tuti:on." 
98 
20 And then quoting Louie L. Jaffe,· J-a-f-f-e, at a 
21 mass ·communications sympos.ium at the University of Texas 
22 Law School, I think he sums things up very well . He says; 
23 
24 
25 
"Ne are aware the danger to justice 
when prosecuting officials declare to an 
aroused public that the accused is clearly 
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guilty. t-~e have ·seen newspapers .and 
·broadcasters publish a confession, or 
all~.ged confession, that must -later be 
excluded fr·om trial, be'.cause it was 
ill~gally procured. We have see·n the 
pres-s .publish ·prior cr·imina·l redords of 
an accused,. tho~gh 'the law seeks 
tremendously to keep such info·rmation 
from a .jury. · Thes·e · prac-tices have · 
res·ulte"d in· mistrials, and they make it 
difficult ·to provide ·.a fair trial at 
all. The·y are defined under the. banner 
of:· free speech,· or· the public' ·s right 
to know, as if these :were ·abso·lutes· to 
which ·every othe·r idea, even that of 
jus-tice its·e-rf mus-t yield. 
·"The.se are p.ropost·erous and untrue 
defenses. Ev:en tho~gh the home of free 
speech :is never tho'~ght so. such .conducts 
are ·s .ev.erely cont-rolled by the courts 
therrisel.ves·, and a defender is punished 
for contempt of· court by fine or 
impr-isonment. 
"·We note 'from experience that we 
·cannot expect ·the· media to exercise .se·lf 
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I control in this· area." 
2 And I .don' t have much· longer to. go. 
3 In the' case of Shepard vs. Florida, different ----- -~--~~~~~~~ 
4 than . Sl}eparO. V's. Ma·x\otell case, that came out of Ohio. 95 
5 Law Edition 740; 341 U.S. 50. A_girl was· raped by four 
6 defendants in the state of Florida. 
7 "Four suspec·ts were soon arrested, 
8 and local ne~spapets reporti~g that 
9 confe~sions had been obtained, as 
10 claimed by the sheriff, furthe·r stirred 
II an already enraged public. 
12 "On trial the defendants we.re 
U sentenced to death, although the 
14 purpor·ted confess·ion·s were never of.fered 
15 by the' ·state at the trial. 
16 "On appeal to the United States 
17 Supreme Court, the. convictions wete · 
18 reversed," 
19 And Justice Jackson, the United Sta.tes ·supr·eme 
20 court, in a concurring opinion, said in par·t: 
21 "The .verdict was· dictated by the 
22 press and the· public' opinion it 
23 
24 
25 
generated. One of .the best .examples· 
on· one of .the worst menaces to 
American justice.·" 
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1 I think some_ good que-stions were raised by the 
2 geritl'eman who preceded me by. two, and by Mr. Ullman. When 
3 reference· is made, in effect unring.ing the. media bell, 
4 wher.e prior to .the trial, ·and maybe during the trial, you 
5 have ·editorializing·, ·you have imprope;r matt·ers that should 
6 never . . get: to the jury. .It has always been' my· opinion, as 
7 
8 
a matter of fact, it was .the ·opinion of.' cer.tain, groups not 
too: many years ~go, that you· win ·cases :in the streets, 
9 rathe'r than in a courtro·om. And by that is meant .you keep 
10 
II 
12 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
up a parallel prop~ganda c·ampaign to the news media that 
a·ccompanies the trial in the courtroom, and it's always 
been my. belief ·that :in a long continued trial that may last 
a· month,: two or. three months·, .that a juror who· is not 
suppos.ed to· be - - to .lo·ok- at o.r hear any of this ·sort of 
thing, that a juror who nevertheless does, and we know that 
they do, will not know whe'ther the evidence 'that. he or she 
is corl'sideri~g· in the jury .-ro·om came fr·om· the courtroom or 
from that which went· .into .their ears or· eyes outside the 
courtroom thro~gh television or the· news· media. 
And in conclusion, I would like :to quote· People of 
NeW; York City ·V's. Ma··rti:n ·and Giles, 243 N.Y. SU:pp. 2, ·page 
343: 
"People :are not arrested to provide 
news stories or te.lecasts. They are 
arrested to be brought to justice." 
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1 And paraphrasing a little bit on that, from Justice William 
2 0. Douglas, a talk that he gives in Denver, Colorado some 
3 years ~go. 
4 "People are ~ot tried to provide 
5 news st·ories ·or telecasts, or even to 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
be entertained or educated. They are 
arrested to be tried and brought to 
justic.e.·" 
Thank you .very much for listening to me. 
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Thank you for your .remarks, 
II Ju~ge Campbell. 
;]UDGE CAMPBELL: I will submit myself ta some 
U ques·t _i:ons, if you wish. 
14 Inciden'tally, I have never taken any ass-ignments, 
15 so no problem there ; 
16 Do .you wish to ask any· questions, any of you? 
17 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE ~ No, that's fine. .Thank you 
18 ver.y· much. Your remar.ks wi'll be part ·of the r ·ecord. 
19 JUDGE CAMPBELL: Thank you·. 
20 CHAIRMAN McVITTIE: Judge Fre.tz ,· did you want to 
21 summarize, or --
22 JUDGE FRETZ; . N.o. 
23 CHAIR!1AN McVITTIE: Fine. Is there any member of 
24 the pubLic who would like to. provide testimony? Maybe a 
25 
.reporter would like to respond? 
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.much. · 
10.: 
If there is nothing furthe·r, .then, tha"nk you very 
(The·rel.ipon this ·session be"fore the: 
Ass'embly Committee ·on· Criminal 
Justice adjourned .at 4: -00 p.m.) 
--oO:o-.-
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